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Abstract 

Background- Economic sanctions are imposed globally to control over unethical and 

wrongdoings. However, complications in sanctions compliance is the big issue that impacts on the 

borrowing ability of individuals and the operational efficiency of the companies. This study is 

particularly focused on the financial service sector to explore the impact of economic sanctions 

and operations issues to the companies.  

Aim and Objectives- This study is aimed to reveal the effectiveness of imposes economic 

sanctions for policy and security concerns. Additionally, this research more focuses on the 

operational issues for financial institutions caused by economic sanctions and anti-money 

regulation. 

Research Method- Data was collected through the interview method (qualitative 

information) and secondary studies review (both qualitative and quantitative information). The 

total of 5 AML analysts/Compliance officers will be interviewed for the data collection based on 

surveying, and purposive sampling was used to select the respondents. Secondary data in the 

context of the knowledge of economic sanctions for the financial services explored and further 

evaluated in the context of the operational issues. Data analysing through thematic analysis method 

was conducted to address the way, and the extent economic sanctions impacted the financial 

service companies’ operational efficiency.  

Research Questions- Main research question addressed in this dissertation to explore new 

and valuable knowledge of economic sanctions that is “What is the impact of sanctions and anti-

money laundering provisions on the operations in the financial services industry?”  

Findings and Conclusion- Qualitative results in support of the secondary data has been 

demonstrated that the economic sanctions imposition and compliance is the big challenge for the 
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financial or banking institutions. The issues faced by the financial institutions in managing 

compliance with different and multiple sanctions; include intense consumption of resources along 

with time and costs. The wider list of sanctions imposed on the financial services, has absorbed 

staff efforts and time, along with and senior management time. Also, it has been raised operational 

costs in terms of training to the staff as per the frequent revisions and compliance with the multiple 

sanctions imposing in the different states.  

Keywords- Economic Sanctions, AML, Operational Issues, Financial Services or Financial 

Service Operations  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction  

In international law, global sanctions regime imposes economic sanctions to influence 

transactions and decisions of financial service operations or financial services (Global Policy 

Forum, 2019). Economic Sanctions or Global Sanctions effectiveness is a debated issue in the 

world because global sanctions regimes have not affected the interests of the primary targets and 

generally cannot be said to have discouraged or undone wrongdoing (Masters, 2019). However, 

innocent people are severely affected from the economic sanctions in the form of the restrictions 

or ban, and thus, the impact of economic or global sanctions are important to be determined in the 

context of humanitarian impact (Global Policy Forum, 2019; Kondoch, 2001). Besides this, in the 

context of impact, almost all industries are affected by sanctions in the world, but regulations are 

given a particular focus on the industry or sector of financial services(Deloitte, 2014). For this 

sector, compliance with sanctions is extensively important because sanctions violations impose 

financial penalty or forfeiture of a company’s assets. Lloyds TSB is a good example in this context; 

as in the year 2009, the company-imposed penalty or forfeited the total amount of US $350 million 

assets, due to the US sanctions harm or violation against Sudan and Iran (Deloitte, 2009). The 

regimes or unions such as the OFAC,UN and the EU dominate or subjugate due to unfair or illegal 

use of authority and power on territorial groups. However, it is the government duty to stop or 

control illegal or wrong acts of the powerful or dominated actors to prevent globalisation and 

associated economic opportunities. There is close intertwined in between global markets and 

sanctions(Researchgate,2012).  

Cashen(2017) has noted that the intended target or focus of the economic sanctions is not 

clear in reality because of no specific findings or results of the economic sanctions’ contribution. 
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For example, economic sanctions for trade restrictions, ban on travel and reduction in oil and 

medical supplies are all not making any contribution towards the target, but as a consequence, 

innocent or poor people deliberately suffered (Cashen, 2017). Moreover, economic sanctions; such 

as financial, economic, diplomatic and sports on the country of Russia to alter its decisions and 

actions against Ukraine had not met its intended target. The restrictions or bans under the specific 

economic sanctions were "restrictions on financial transactions with Russian firms", "restrictions 

on oil-related products", “assets freezing for individuals and organisations", and "dual-usee 

exports" that eventually targeted innocent Russians at an extreme extent (Smeets, 2018,  p. 10). 

However, compliance with sanctions for the companies operating in the financial services has been 

gaining importance because of critical challenges; such as financial fraud and money 

laundering(Navin Beekarry 31 Nw. J. Int'l L. & Bus. 137 ,2011). In concern to the critical issues, 

economic sanctions for financial or banking services released in the year 2006 by the OFAC and 

revised guidelines for such economic sanctions in 2008. Financial services faced challenges in the 

function of compliance with the economic sanctions, and thus, it has emerged as the “growing 

challenge” for the financial service operations (Deloitte, 2009).  

In context to the subject, this research study will explain the objectives of economic 

sanctions to eliminate negative thought process and wrong perception of individuals and 

organisations in a country where economic sanctions imposed. Moreover, this study is specifically 

focused on the impact of economic sanctions on financial services or on financial services 

operations to expose out the emerging critical challenges associated with sanctions compliance. 

The regimes of global sanctions are classified under the three zones; including European Union 

(EU) sanctions, the United Nations (UN) sanctions and United States (US) /OFAC sanctions 

(Masters, 2019). ‘Politically Exposed Persons’ (PEP), Countries, Organisations, aircraft and 
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Vessels are sanctioned entities involve in different economic sanctions. Moreover, economic 

sanctions under the global sanctions regimes are mainly targeted after self-governing state and 

group or individuals (“governed by itself”) to prevent the destruction of international norms, as 

well as behavioural norms, to support the country and inhabitants’ welfare (Masters, 2019; Portela, 

2014). In the specific context of different sanctions, the following section of the research 

rationale/motivation provides thorough background knowledge of economic sanctions, operational 

issues or challenges for financial services operations due to economic sanctions compliance, and 

anti-money regulation.  

1.2 Background and Rationale behind Conducting the Research  

This research study will be conducted on the subject of economic sanctions that have been 

gaining acceptance and popularity in the current years (Masters, 2019).  Governments strictly 

impose economic sanctions for regulating businesses or institutions in the significant sectors; such 

as banking, financial, healthcare, hospitality, oil & gas and IT in an effort to influence the actions 

of other governments and entities(Oskarsson, 2012). The primary reason that has driven the need 

for economic sanctions in all these major sectors is the money laundering(Esman Kurum,2020). 

Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and related economic sanctions will be evaluated to determine 

causes and consequences. It is a foreign policy instrument to regulate political issues in the country; 

such as political unrest or conflict and terrorists attack (Smeets, 2018; Portela, 2014).   

For the security purpose, sanctions imposition is a kind of withdrawal of trade relations 

and financial or non-financial assistance by the government (Masters, 2019). This can be in the 

form of capital restraints, trade restrictions, arms restrictions, travel ban, and restrain foreign aid. 

Besides this, economic sanctions enforcement gives authoritative control to the regimes to alter 

and punish private and public organisations or individuals’, who are directly and indirectly, 
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involved in a violation of the international norms (Masters, 2019; Oskarsson, 2012). Sanctions as 

a foreign policy instrument would have been implied for conflict resolution, human rights security 

and promotion, democracy, cybersecurity and counterterrorism (Masters, 2019).  

Research appears to show that economic sanctions in recent times are imposed to govern 

international behavioural norms. Still, the success of such economic sanctions enactment is 

criticised in the context of its effectiveness to govern target's conduct (Masters, 2019).  There is 

no conclusive remark that imposition of economic sanctions have acted as an effective foreign 

policy tool to prevent destruction through blocking assets, financial transactions and cross border 

trade of the enemy country (Compliance; OFAC, UN and EU rules, n.d.; Kondoch, 2001). For 

example, Foreign Funds Control (FFC) in favour of economic warfare after “the US officially 

entered World War II) had used blocking assets and financial transactions or trade restrictions to 

prevent destruction from Axis powers (Compliance; OFAC, UN and EU rules, n.d, p. 5). Sanctions 

have negatively affected innocent individuals and organisations’ interests, which are the critical 

concern for the global sanctions regimes of the UN, EU and OFAC (U.S) (Kondoch, 2001). The 

impact of OFAC (US) economic sanctions on the business in the global environment is relatively 

higher than the EU and the UN economic sanctions (Compliance; OFAC, UN and EU rules, n.d.).  

The unclear objective of economic sanctions degrades thier value; for instance, in the 

country of Russia, certain sanctions on the banking sector that are barring loans placement and 

bond issues in Europe and the United States; such as Bank of Moscow, Vnesheconombank, VTB 

and Sber-bank (Naumova, 2019). The extent to which, economic sanctions would have been 

achieved their key objectives is also a critical concern to address the efficacy of sanctions that are 

not unclear in recent years (Kondoch, 2001; Owen, 2013).  
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Reduction in foreign aid or lessening in petrol availability as an economic sanction has 

adversely affected innocent individuals' interest. Economic sanctions can be portrayed as a 

deliberate action to affect innocent people (Fiala, 2004). In particular case to a nation, the 

imposition of penalties is governed with specific restrictions, and hence they have a damaging 

impact on the related country people. This can be evident with the case of Iran's politicians 

Mahmoud Ahemadinejad who holds the 18th highest position as a politician in the country and Ali 

Khamenei, who is the key distributors of gasoline. With the imposition of the distinct sanctions, 

the feelings of the innocent people have been hurt to a great level (The Economist, 2001). As a 

result of this, the people involved in the case of money laundering and other criminal activities 

remain unaffected (Oskarsson, 2012). This idea of forcing the sanctions is criticised by the local 

people as they consider the national “government as the enemy” (Henderson, 2009). 

The objectives of economic sanctions have differed from the World Trade Organisations 

(WTO) principles or intentions, which is a big tension from the perspective of globalisation and 

internationalisation. The understanding of difference is relevant to determine the extent economic 

sanctions obstruct global trade and economic gains thereof(Smeets, 2018).  Trade liberalisation is 

the key focus or principle of the WTO, whereas trade and other restrictions is the purpose or 

principle of economic sanctions against organisations and individuals economic gains (Smeets, 

2018). The ongoing debate and criticism on the efficacy of economic sanctions attract my attention 

to conduct detailed research in order to gain valuable insight into the subject of economic 

sanctions.  

In particular of banking and financial services operations, sanctions have a severe effect on 

borrowing ability; as a result, liquidity goes worse in the country for public and private 

organisations and individuals (Masters, 2019). Besides this, the operational issues to the financial 
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institutions in the procedure of compliance with the economic sanctions and anti-money regulation 

cannot be unnoticed. The key challenges in sanctions compliance faced by the financial service 

companies included huge resources consumption; including capital or cost and human resources 

along with time and senior management efforts as stated in the survey results of the Economist 

Intelligence Unit (Deloitte, 2009). Majority of the respondents, as indicated in the survey results 

of Economist Intelligence emphasised on the resources consumption in the compliance function 

as the main issue. This has been directly increasing compliance costs to the institutions in the 

financial services. 

The work or efforts in compliance procedure of the economic sanctions as per the revised 

guidelines has increased more than 50% personal costs that is double or triple times of the actual 

cost (Deloitte, 2009). As per the estimated compliance costs, British Bankers Association exhibited 

that “millions of pounds per year on staff time” will be required in the leading retail banking 

institutions; whereas, “tens of millions expenditure” on the system of sanctions compliance 

(British bankers Association ,UNDP,2008).  For example, in case of Munich-based insurance 

group; namely Allianz;  Global AML/Sanctions Officer; Guy Boyd has stated that sanctions 

compliance is the small requirement that mandatory for all financial services operations, but major 

challenge faces by the companies in managing operations in related to the staff management, time 

and cost. A large proportion of staff engages in compliance work; such as “one-sixth of the total 

staff” due to the complex guidelines and formalities of economic sanctions that impediment the 

operational efficiency (Deloitte, 2009, p. 7). This challenge causes an issue in employing staff 

productivity at reasonable personnel management costs. 

Besides this, global operations are not easily feasible for financial service companies in the 

context of compliance with global sanctions and regimes. Multi-jurisdictional complexity is the 
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key operational concern and issue for the financial services operations. It is because operational 

difficulties to the financial services, as the cause of the global sanctions is not only imposed 

additional problems, but it is also raised the issue of "requirement conflicts" in the global 

operations management(Wolfsberg group,2019). For example, Allianz banking group, which is 

headquartered in Australia, serves and operates its financial services in approximately 30 countries 

and thus, follow of multiple sanctions or global regimes raises the great extent of complexity and 

difficulty, and eventually exposes to operational challenges (Deloitte, 2009).  

The lists of economic sanctions compliance are multiplying complexity on financial service 

operations. Sanctions complexity, on the one hand, and a number of expanding sanctions make 

compliance functions difficult to integrate into the existing financial services operations. In the 

process of financial transactions screening, the UK banking institutions needed to comply with the 

total 34 sanctions, which are different from each other, as per the requirements of the House of 

Lords. As per the OFAC’s list sanctioned in the year 2008, financial institutions needed to comply 

with the largest list of 9000 sanctions. Screening complexity issue faced by the multinational 

financial institutions or banks because of expanding list of sanctions is the critical challenge 

(Nomos Verlag, 2019). The study about the impact of the expanding list of economic sanctions in 

this study aids in understanding the relationship between economic sanctions compliance and 

operational efficiency of financial service institutions.  

Another operational issue in the context of the imposition of the economic sanctions is the 

ongoing training of staff due to the frequent changes or updates in the sanctions and thus, managing 

effective sanctions compliance with the rapidly changing and multiple or global economic 

sanctions is also the critical operational challenge (Deloitte, 2009). Thus, the impact of the 

sanctions and anti-money laundering regimes to the operations of financial institutions that are 
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growing challenge or key issue of attention for the financial services management, are also key 

rationale to explore this research context or area(The basel Committee ,1988). The knowledge of 

operational challenges to the financial services in the process of economic sanctions compliance 

leads to gain in-depth insight into challenges associated with resources, time and money. This 

research will be worth doing to examine the effectiveness of economic sanctions imposition in the 

recent and future time as a foreign policy tool or instrument by the global sanctions authorities, 

and impact of economic sanctions impositions on the financial services operations.  

1.3 Aim and Objectives  

The research aim is to revel actual objectives and effectiveness of imposes economic 

sanctions for policy and security concerns. In addition to this, this study more focuses on the 

operational issues for financial institutions caused by economic sanctions and anti-money 

regulation. The focus of this aim is to examine the requirement for ongoing economic sanctions 

impositions that would have likely to prevent illegal acts against international behavioural norms. 

On the other hand, the impact of the economic sanctions on financial services or on financial 

services operations is also important to be examined. Thus, this study also emphasises on the 

operations issues or complications to the leading and multinational banks due to compliance with 

multiple sanctions have significantly been affecting banking operational costs and service thereof.   

  In relation to the rationale for doing research on economic sanctions and aims mentioned 

above, the following research objectives address in this proposed research for comprehensive 

knowledge of the research subject and for inferring conclusive evidence for the following 

questions.   

• Exploration of the impact of economic sanctions compliance on financial services or on 

financial services operations in relation to the compliance costs 
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• Determine the need for the single global sanctions to ensure effectiveness in dealing with the 

issue of multiple complexities and extending lists of sanctions in the global business 

environment in relation to the operation of financial institutions. 

• Identify or explore effective measures for the effective  imposition of economic sanctions to 

deal with compliance requirements associated with the multiple laws or sanctions to the  

multinational or global banks 

1.4 Research Questions  

RQ 1: What is the impact of sanctions and anti-money laundering provisions on the operations in 

the financial services industry?  

 This research question exhibits critical or growing challenges to the multinational banks or 

financial institutions in the relation of compliance with different or multiple economic sanctions.  

Such as operational challenges faced by the financial service institutions; such as huge resources 

consumption (staff devotion, senior management engagement, time and cost) are evaluated in 

answer to the above-stated question. The extent to which economic sanctions are favourable and 

unfavourable for the financial services management at the global level is investigated within this 

research question. The growing concern of sanctions compliance or compliance function is clearly 

examined by gaining insight into the impact of sanctions because global markets and economic 

sanctions are different that raises multi-judiciary complications. 

RQ 2: To what extent has the complications costs as the cause of multiple or extending list of 

economic sanctions affected the financial service operations or financial services? And what are 

potential measures to be implied by the government for the operational issues in the compliance 

of various economic sanctions?  
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 This research question addresses the degree of complexity on the financial institutions because of 

sanctions compliance issues for the financial institutions. The new provisions and interventions 

that would lead allow flexibility to the financial institutions and control over the drastic impact of 

sanctions on the operational efficiency is also presented in answer to the question. Resources 

consumption issue and multiple complexities are mainly addressed in answer to the question to 

reveal the extent of impact and further feasible solutions.   

1.5 Significance of the Research  

 The increasing rate of financial frauds and corruptions in the financial services sector, is 

prevented through imposing different economic sanctions across the world(Stefano Manacorda, 

Costantino Grasso ,2018).  This research study will seek to understand  economic sanctions and 

their impact on the operation of financial services firms. Economic sanction imposition may be 

good for the economy, but it may not be favourable to the society because in certain cases; such 

impositions is against interests of the innocent people in a society. Thus, an in-depth understanding 

of the effectiveness of the economic sanctions will be significant to gain knowledge of criticism 

on the economic sanctions and their efficiency.   

 The more focus of this study is on the financial services operations or financial institution in the 

context of compliance complexity due to different economic sanctions. This research will 

endeavour to gain clear knowledge and understanding of the impact of the economic sanctions in  

relation to the operational efficiency of the financial services industry. The direct impact of the 

economic sanctions on the resource consumption as a result of compliance-related work and the 

associated compliance costs, will be significant for the officials and the government to support 

banking or financial services growth and development. This study will seek to reveal the impact 

of the extended list of sanctions applying to  the financial services operations this may be useful 

https://www.google.co.in/search?hl=en&tbm=bks&sxsrf=ALeKk00G7LNUJgkwbkbsyWIBzGQr2Qt-Yw:1590640906945&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Stefano+Manacorda%22&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj2x-SR39XpAhXwwzgGHaGRD2IQ9AgIMDAA
https://www.google.co.in/search?hl=en&tbm=bks&sxsrf=ALeKk00G7LNUJgkwbkbsyWIBzGQr2Qt-Yw:1590640906945&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Costantino+Grasso%22&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj2x-SR39XpAhXwwzgGHaGRD2IQ9AgIMTAA
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to determine appropriate interventions and policy changes, to support operations management of 

the financial or banking institutions operating at the global level.While at the same time, achieving 

the goals of the international sanctions regime . The results of this research study will be useful for 

the students and researchers, to gain new knowledge of the growing challenge of multiple sanctions 

imposition on the financial service institutions. The multiple complexities to the global banks is 

the growing area of attention in the field of economic sanctions, and thus, its knowledge will be 

useful to gain knowledge of operational issues.    

1.6 Structure /Brief of the Chapter 

➢ Chapter 1: Introduction: This chapter covers economic sanctions and their impact on the 

operations of the banking institutions as the background and rationale of this research study. 

Aims and objectives and research questions are also entitled within this chapter to depict the 

scope of this dissertation in the context of the economic sanctions research subject. 

➢ Chapter 2: Literature Review:  Critique of the studies to find different and similar viewpoints 

of the academicians about for the imposition of economic sanctions in the financial services 

sector as the growing challenge for the multinational or leading banks. The pertinent studies 

about sanctions and financial Institutions are critically reviewed within this chapter, to gain in-

depth knowledge of the impact of sanctions and regimes on the financial services in particular 

of the various operational challenges or issues. The gap in the studies will also be determined 

at this milestone to direct primary data collection process. 

➢ Chapter 3: Methodology and Methods:  This chapter is covered the two major sections; 

including methodology and methods. The first section of the methodology is included in the 

application of philosophy, approach and design with justified and preferred reasons in the 

alignment of the research purpose. However, another section of this chapter is covered research 
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method, data collection instrument, sample, data analysis, ethical considerations along with 

limitations. All the selections in the methodology and method section are aligned with the 

preferred data collection (qualitative) and Survey based  interview data collection instrument 

that is conducted with officials and data analysis and discussion to answer research questions 

as per the thematic analysis. 

➢ Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Discussion: This chapter covers the analysis of the gathered data 

to present views about the impact of economic sanctions on the financial institutions' 

operations. Qualitative data gathered through interview responses will be analysed on the basis 

of analysts’ responses using thematic analysis. However, secondary studies will also be 

undertaken to further examine and evaluate primary data in the context of the theories and 

examples of the financial institutions in the context of the operational issues or compliance 

costs as the result of the economic sanctions. 

➢ Chapter 5: Conclusion, Recommendations and Future Implications: Overall qualitative and 

quantitative data are concluded to address objectives/questions, and the recommendations to 

the sanctions regimes and MNC(Multinational Corporation) analysts will be provided about 

managing operational issues.  Moreover, future implications will also be covered within this 

chapter, to help future researchers in gaining more widely and valuable knowledge of sanctions 

and related complications in managing operations.    

➢ Chapter 6: Personal Reflection: Personal insights and skills development is completed to 

present overall experience using a personal reflection model; such as Gibbs Reflection Cycle. 

This chapter as per Gibbs cycle will reveal overall experience; such as description, feelings, 

evaluation, conclusion and action plan.  
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1.7 Summary   

 This research is particularly focused on the financial service sector or banking institutions 

that faced critical challenges in managing efficient operations due to the complications of the 

effects of the international sanctions system. The operations of financial services in relation to the 

compliance with multiple different sanctions make the screening of transactions complex. Besides 

this, resources and capital consumption are other significant issues to financial services. The next 

chapter of literature review covers background knowledge of economic sanctions and their impact 

on the operations of financial issues to present the impact of economic sanctions by critically 

reviewing different studies and also an exploration of the research gap.   
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Chapter 2: Literature Review  

2.1. Introduction 

  Economic Sanctions are generally described as the penalties imposed by one country or 

by a group of countries in relation to commercial and financial aspects against a targeted group or 

individual or some time even the self-governing states. The term Economic Sanctions does not 

means that it will be imposed on the targeted body just because of the prevailing economic 

circumstances(Frank Fariello ,2011). It may be even imposed for other reasons also like political 

circumstances, social issues or military circumstances (Leyton-Brown, 2017). These reasons could 

also be driven by the aspiration of gaining a strategic political mileage through the trade policies 

of different nations to favour one’s vested interest. This is achieved with the aid of trade barrier 

which is an integral component of economic sanctions that curtail financial transactions between 

different nations with the means of adding extra tariff upon the import of certain products 

(Alexander, 2009). The other distinctive variant of this trade sanction occurs in the form of 

Preferential Trade Access (PTA) which provides leeway for the trade of several identified goods 

at a substantial tariff but not with the complete scrapping of the trade sanctions, and so it only acts 

as a partial sanction (Connolly, 2018). The invocation and revocation of these sanctions are often 

seen as a formation or disruption of multilateral diplomatic relations, which is considered in their 

best of interest to attain a shared objective.  

In this regard, the following literature review has been conducted on the subject area of 

Economic Sanctions. The literature review has conducted the study on the Economic Sanctions 

that are applying to financial institutions. This encompasses developing an understanding of the 

changes that have been observed by the authors from the past to the most recent sanctions which 

have been levied by different individuals,countries and international organisations.  In the next 

https://www.google.co.in/search?hl=en&tbm=bks&sxsrf=ALeKk01lwCu0CpCGtBLzwHvFVxWy88RBPg:1590641634773&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Frank+Fariello%22&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjC6-vs4dXpAhW94HMBHWVwDV8Q9AgILjAA
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part, the literature has reviewed the impact of the Economic Sanctions on the economic success of 

the individual or the company.  Further, the literature has discussed some of the regimes of the 

Anti-Money Laundering applicable on the operations of the financial institution (Bassett, 2015). 

2.2. Economic Sanctions  

 According to Hart (2000), economic sanctions are referred to as a powerful foreign policy 

tool to alter decisions or to bring change in the respective or target countries. The key purpose of 

economic sanctions is to help to attain policy goals of the states. For instance, imposed of sanctions 

on the country of Iraq was for the security purpose in which Iraqi troops were kept out of Kuwait 

before the "Persian Gulf War"(Adrian Karatnycky ,2001).  Sanctions on South Africa that imposed 

by the US Regimes was to attain the goal of limiting social policy (Hart, 2000). Leyton-Brown 

(2018) reflected that economic sanctions as a public demand policy in the democratic society to 

prevent foreign targets through imposing authoritarian sanctions. The goal of economic sanctions 

in international law is to limit regular trade or economic relations with the respective or target 

country. Sanctions are deliberate action of the regimes for the economic loss to the respective 

country in concern of securing their own interests (Marisa R. Bassett,2015). These can be import 

and export restrictions, commercial finance reductions or free access, and freezing of assets 

(Leyton-Brown, 2018). In a particular of the war effort, economic sanctions imposition is an 

"alternative to military force" (Leyton-Brown, 2018, p. 2).  This is a favourable policy tool to 

control trade and financial relations with the target country that may threaten security or violate 

international norms (Leyton-Brown, 2018).  

In a similar way, it can be observed from the European Parliament (2018) and Portela 

(2012) that sanction is a key element of the security policy that aids to govern actions of the foreign 

countries. Total of 42 sanctions are passed by the EU Sanctions Regimes as restrictive measures 
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(European Parliament, 2018). Visa bans and freezing of assets are the new economic sanctions of 

the EU that targets to the companies, as well as individuals under the "Foreign and Security Policy 

(CFSP)" (Portela, 2012, p. 14). Certain other restrictions are imposed under the EU sanctions; such 

as trade restrictions, investment restrictions and arms embargo that aids to meet the objective of 

foreign security and also human rights protection (European Parliament, 2018). Sanctions 

imposition is to control the behaviour of the respective or targeted countries in the alignment of 

the international norms to prevent problems to the security policy (European Parliament 2018). On 

the contrary, Mix (2013) reflected enactment of economic sanctions in the alignment of the goals 

of "Common Position"; such as arms control, non-proliferation, terrorism, war and conflicts. The 

EU sanctions in the year 2013 were imposed against individuals and companies, and also against 

governments of the 27 countries in concern of terrorism. The EU sanctions legality has usually 

assured under the "United National Security Council" (Mix, 2013, p. 8. In the recent studies 

performed by researchers, an altogether different perspective for looking at the varied instance of 

sanctions has been provided, which segregates the classical approach of sanctioning into four 

subcategories. In the view of Ezzati (2019) and the other contemporary researchers, the four 

classified forms of sanctioning could be explained as primary sanctions, secondary sanctions, 

sectoral sanctions and the most recent form as the cyber sanctions (Ezzati, 2019). This view has 

provided an additional dimension for looking at the actors that are responsible for the imposition 

of sanctions by also taking into the picture a much newer narrative of Multi-National Corporations 

(MNCs) who act as the modern-day indirect agents for the imposition of sanctions. The 

impositions which have been defined under the purview of primary sanctions include the freezing 

of assets and barring of trade engagements which is regarded as embargoes with their respective 

counterparts. In this type of sanctioning, the sanctioning country penalises the individuals or 
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institutions of the country for indulging into any sort of engagement with the sanctioned country. 

The other type of sanction is considered as secondary sanctioning owing to the involvement of 

other stakeholders associated with the sanctioning country that causes a distinction between the 

primary and the secondary sanctions(Volker Stanzel – 2019). According to the views of Dreger 

(2016), this type of sanctions make the use of undue influence by the sanctioning country upon the 

third parties in other countries to withdraw all the alliances with the sanctioned country. This 

approach puts the third parties at the receiving end of the sanctioning countries which makes them 

abide by the clause of non-participation with the sanctioned country at the expense of their own 

disqualification from future access to the imposing country (Dreger, 2016). 

This approach of sanctioning has been put forward by exempting the United States at 

several instances.The nation bluntly dissuaded some of its allies in the South Asian nations from 

disintegrating the mutual ties with Iran(Carnegie Endowment,2012). This even led to the lifting 

up of preferential access of goods for the third parties if found defaulter of breaching the stated 

obligation. This view on the notion of sanction got superseded by the view of Krain (2017), who 

had put forth a third kind of sanction that is often observed in the contemporary political and 

economic contexts. This type of sanction is known as sectoral sanctions which could also be seen 

playing a significant role in the regulation of financial institutions with highly stringent practices. 

Some of the practices which are considered under this category correspond to the prohibition 

which the US citizens are subjected to on the eve of making a transaction with specific sectors of 

economies like Russia and Ukraine (Krain, 2017). This type of sanction lays down a constraint for 

the execution of transactions between different entities upon the condition that states the inclusion 

of fresh debt that should not last far beyond 90 days span, which also leads to the scrutiny of 

financial tools like the letter of credit for the financing of trade activities. According to Mitchell 
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(2020), the type of sanction which has been observed in the more recent times is regarded as cyber 

sanctions which point to a remarkable transition in the apparent role of sanctions. This sort of 

sanction is seen in the form of legislation which was first passed by the European Union following 

the successive hacking attempts made by the Chinese authorities. The regime of this type of 

sanction classification encompasses differing sources of cyber-attacks  orchestrated by external 

entities residing outside the  peripheries of the European Union (Mitchell, 2020). Some of the other 

unique attributes of this sanction take into account the threshold impact, which has been caused to 

the digital infrastructure of the sanctioning country.       

2.3. Three Phases  

The first phase of economic sanctions was in between 1960-1989 which can be  defined as 

economic sanctions in the context of changing conditions when sanctions were imposed, and later 

consequences were witnessed (Thieler, 2009). This phase witnessed one of the longest and the 

most remembered economic sanction which was imposed on North Korea which led to a whole 

lot of consequences post sanction period. The rationale which instigated the nation from breaking 

the sanction was driven by the aspiration of becoming self-reliant upon the breaking of ally with 

the Chinese counterparts (Richards, 2016). As a consequence of this deed, North Korea initiated 

the proliferation of the nuclear programme, which garnered its immense patronage from the 

nations engaged in warlike situations. While this sort of sanctioning represents the purpose of 

amassing wealth from the inclusion of any forbidden activity, the other parallels of sanction 

encountered by Richards (2016), in the same timeline witnessed the imposition of sanctions by 

nations like the US as a consequence of administering punishment. In the immediate succession 

of the sanctions imposed upon North Korea, studies conducted by Afesorgbor (2019) reported 

another such instance of sanctions imposed on Argentina. This instance of sanction by the United 
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States was primarily to show its stance of the nation as a human right protectionist who has been 

violated ruthlessly by the military held government of Argentina. Post the application of the 

sanction in the year 1977, Argentina took its military expenses on its own shoulders ,no longer 

getting aid from the US (Afesorgbor, 2019). Other than the two major rationales which accounted 

for the imposition of sanctions during this timeline, there was yet another instance of sanction 

which was believed to have been applied to nations which exhibited hostile characteristic during 

the cold war(Bruce W.Jentleson,2000). In the meanwhile, there also emerged such instances of 

sanction where it was believed that countries simply imposed a sanction just to undermine the 

other nation. This could be seen through the sanction imposed by the US on Cuba which did not 

yield any favourable result of bringing the Castro regime into compliance with US demands 

(Richards, 2016). 

The second phase was initiated in 1990 with a significant change in the type of research to 

quantitative from qualitative to conduct research on 110 or more sanctioning episodes (Thieler, 

2009). The research endeavours initiated within this timeline of the sanctions imposed did not 

overlook the most incisive yet strategic applications of economic sanctions which had not been 

depicted in any of the literary sources. In the view of Dreger (2016), analysis of the events which 

contributed towards the imposition of sanctions exhibited the character of action that resulted in 

the altered the view of sanctions as a foreign policy tool which was in the previous literature 

considered merely as the source of creating disparities. Some of the cases  included the use of 

economic sanctions where that the outcome required of the sanction must be paramount when the 

desired objective is relatively achievable  (Dreger, 2016). Furthermore, other qualitative researches 

also upheld the insights developed through the cumulative analysis of different cases post-1900 

that embarked upon a postulate that the target country in each case turns out to be relatively feeble 
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and unstable when compared to  the sanctioning country, an additional view has also been put 

forward by Krain (2017), which lays significance upon the cost of economic sanctions as a 

determining factor in the achievement of success or failure of an imposed sanction that also adds 

a new dimension to the existing metric of sanction (Krain, 2017). 

 The third phase in the 21st century more focuses on the intended rules under economic 

sanctions that should secure humanitarian rights. International Peace in the 21st era should be 

integrated with human rights, to achieve the primary objective of sanctions (Thieler, 2009). The 

researchers have presented a much protracting approach that has been taken into consideration for 

diversifying the role of economic sanctions. This takes into cognisance several such examples of 

sanctioning which undertook a more humanitarian and noble undertone rather than the post cold 

war regressive strings of sanctions. Some of the recent sanctions which have been imposed by the 

US upon Iran undertake a stance of stressing upon the need of exhibiting self-reliance through the 

imposition of high import duties as a measure to bolster their own production of the desired 

commodity (Krain, 2017). This could be well illustrated with the case example of the US which 

resorted to the production of shale oil in order to meet the country’s spiking demand of oil which 

was later catered by the dispensation of Iran. This has led to two significant breakthroughs where 

the first one represents its ability to support the sustainable production of oil without harming the 

ecological balance and the other also strengthens its position as a future supplier of shale oil 

(Miyagawa, 2016). This role of sanction is a perfect example of the recent times where 

international peach, environment and economy could happen in synergy to offer much greater 

dividends(Lewis Akenji,2015). 

 In relation to the third phase economic trade sanctions, single economic sanctions can be 

imposed  under the UN Character Article 41. In international law, "act of aggression" and "threat 

https://www.google.co.in/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Lewis+Akenji%22&source=gbs_metadata_r&cad=3
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or breach of the peace" may be subject to sanctions  under Article 39. Under the single or collective 

economic sanctions as per Article 41, issues related to non-compliance with human rights and 

harm to civilians is the key focus, so as to ensure socio-economic welfare (Segall, 1999). However, 

Wallensteen (2000) reflected that humanitarian concern is a key factor that has been  exposed by 

the media and a more critical and complex critique has occurred  in the present century than that 

in the 1990s (second phase). The negative effects of sanctions on the humanitarian conditions have 

shifted the focus of the  objective of sanctions imposition to human welfare. It has been reviewed 

that suffering of the common  population from the sanctions has been inducing for the new 

sanctions to maintain international peace (Wallensteen, 2000). Overall, humanitarian 

consideration is one of the new concerns in order to impose sanctions for targeted outcomes. 

2.4. Economic Sanctions Regularizing Financial Institutions  

 According to Early and Preble (2020), the Economic Sanctions usually incorporates 

different kinds of trade barriers, restrictions and applicable tariffs on the financial transactions. 

There are several examples which reflect the Economic Sanctions by a country to another. One 

such major example is the Economic Sanction by the US and its other allies on Iran. The US and 

its other allies have sanctioned the financial institutions and insurance sectors of Iran (Early and 

Preble, 2020). Further as per Marandi and Halakhor (2016), the Economic Sanctions was first 

imposed on Iran in the year of 1979, which increased over the following years and in the year 2010 

it reached the strictest or firm point in respect of prohibitions. The financial institutions from this 

rigid or firm Economic Sanctions have been impacted to a large extent of the Iran (Marandi and 

Halakhor, 2016).  

 In the viewpoint of Newcomb and Lee (2016), the Economic Sanctions on the Iran imposed 

by the US has been evolving a lot since 2015 when the settlement for the landmark case  between 
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the treasury department of the US and BNP Paribas. This led to the imposition of a fine of $8.9 

Billion by the US on the financial institutions, which is the largest fine in the history on the 

financial institutions. This fine underlines the importance of the need to comply the applicable 

sanctions regulations by the financial institutions, specifically when it comes to the sanctions 

regulations imposed by the US which is extremely severe in the enforcement of the Economic 

Sanctions (Newcomb and Lee, 2016). Additionally as per Yusuf and Ekundayo (2018), the US 

Economic Sanctions attracts huge fines or penalties on the non-compliance of its regulations. 

Further, the need to perform operations in the currency of dollars has been heavily imposed by the 

US on the financial institutions, which are strictly comply with otherwise they will attract the huge 

amount of fine or penalties (Yusuf and Ekundayo, 2018). There are other elites also exists other 

than the US who imposes the Economic Sanctions like the UN and EU. 

 The restrictions on the operations of the financial institutions have been continuously 

followed by the Unions. As per the viewpoint of Cullen (2017), the business activities of financial 

institutions must be regulated as per the imposed law. These sanctions to be followed by the 

financial institutions are made by the government to restrict the activities of financial institutions 

sanction measures are to be followed by the companies working in the field of the financial 

institutions. Therefore, all the banks, all the insurance companies and any other financial 

institutions are subject to comply strictly with the regulatory obligations in order to have a 

systematic search within their flow of financial transactions and the existing client database so as 

to detect any sort of violation of the applicable Economic Sanctions by the potential operations of 

the financial institutions or even its assets (Cullen, 2017). Further from  Leyton-Brown (2017), 

any deals undertaken by the financial institutions with a sanctioned person or body or state 

including any minor facilitation even will be considered as the violation of the Economic Sanctions 
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and will be punishable. Therefore, the actors of the financial institutions or the banks should be 

more careful in applying the required restrictions on the financial institutions by the law (Leyton-

Brown, 2017).  

 As stated by  Carter and Farha (2013), if any financial institution receives any kind of 

property in the US jurisdiction, which can be shown to include an interest of a Specially Designated 

Nationals (SDN), then the financial institution should right away block the property and  in some 

circumstances reject the transaction in order to comply with the Economic Sanctions imposed by 

the US on the the institutions. There are several hundreds of million civil penalties have been 

imposed in dollar currency on the financial institutions for non-complying with the Economic 

Sanctions imposed by the government on them (Carter and Farha, 2013). In the viewpoint of Ezzati 

and Mehrabadi (2017), involvement with the targeted country or even with SDN attracts huge 

amount of penalties or fines on the financial institutions. Any financial institution who has been 

covered under the sanctioned country or state find themselves in a very extreme situation when 

they cannot engage in the currency of dollars and sometimes, this inability of these financial 

transactions to transact in the dollar currency  could be quite crippling (Ezzati and Mehrabadi, 

2017).  

 In the successive studies , several significant throttles have been encountered in the way of 

standardising the financial institutions through the imposition of sanctions. According to Richards 

(2016), the first and the foremost step which needs to be taken by any financial institution should 

be the task of seeking the associated owner who would be benefiting from the company. For 

instance, in the case of joint venture where multiple stakeholders have their vested interests, if 

50% (Richards, 2016) of the company is owned by different persons or companies, then they also 

fall under the criteria of sanctioned persons or entities subjected to the same impositions as the 
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primary holder. Adding to this view, Mitchell (2020) stated that one of the other approaches 

towards achieving a more compliant financial institutions could be with the aid of decentralised 

compliance function.  

This mode of sanction compliance leads towards coherence in the different levels of business 

activities  undertaken at a local and global level. The other major mechanism for ensuring the same 

objective could be achieved is  with the aid of industrial automation and optimisation of legal 

processes (Mitchell, 2020). The rationale for the inclusion of such automated systems could be 

understood with the role they play in the reviewing of a suspicious or fraudulent transaction which 

has been subjected to some kind of sanction. However, this process could also be strengthened 

with the aid of introducing high-end technological reforms in the process of streamlining the 

legacy systems which are capable of capturing anomalies in the transactions in the run time itself. 

Other than the inclusion of compliance throughout the structural aspect of a financial institution, 

an organisation also needs to imbibe inclusion of compliance for sanctions in its cultural aspects 

as well. This would also help in the establishment of whistleblowers within institutions for 

reporting any intended violations against the norms of sanctions levied. Adding to the same views, 

Ezzati (2019) stated that the other alternative avenues for achieving a better compliance 

programme in the institutions could be the use of a  risk-based approach that could be highly 

effective way of assessing the probable failure in compliance which is attached with the 

transaction. Some of the intrinsic elements which help in determining the risk assessment could be 

attributed to the export-related activity, assortment of products and the types of customers (Ezzati, 

2019) other actions could be taken in tandem with the existing approach of redefining the 

compliance programme broadly include the constitution of risk and legal teams which are capable 

of comprehending the stages associated with the operational process that could help in policy 
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decision making. The team assigned needs to screen and refine the real-time assessment of the 

assessment of the regulated entities (Ezzati, 2019). 

2.5. Impact of Economic Sanctions on Economic Gains of Organisations and Individuals: 

Cons of Economic Sanctions 

 According to Miyagawa (2016), there are various factors that directly affect the 

effectiveness of the economic sanctions; such as extended support to the target country and 

political incentives and neutrality. The imposition of economic sanctions to prohibit trade needs 

significant consideration as to the humanitarian costs or individuals’ interest.  Moreover, military 

conflict is the eventual cause of the limiting factor of fear that “economic sanctions may lead to 

military conflict” if the target state obliged to take military action in response of the sanctions 

(Miyagawa, 2016, p. 75). Under Chapter VIII of the diplomatic sanctions, the ineffectiveness of 

imposed sanctions may eventually lead to military conflict or action. However, it is argued by 

López-Jacoiste (2010) that economic sanctions for foreign policy and security purpose are 

deliberately against the interests of innocent individuals or organisations in the target countries. 

The restrictions on the individuals and companies are not acted as punishment for the culprits, 

while it limits innocent people rights to enjoy the access of the resources and trade benefits across 

the globe. The negative effect of the economic sanctions on innocent people is a failure for the 

regimes to ensure human-centred policy or action for their welfare (López-Jacoiste, 2010). It has 

been put forward that in relation to security and peace concern, civilians/individuals living 

conditions and welfare along with human right protection are not given significant consideration 

when imposing economic sanctions (López-Jacoiste, 2010). Thus, economic sanctions are 

criticised on the ground of civilian's human rights protection (López-Jacoiste, 2010). In support of 

this, Do and Baek (2019) indicated that human rights protection is the major concern in the 
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imposition of economic sanctions. In North Korea, imposed economic sanctions negatively affect 

innocent civilians' human rights that are adverse situation for human welfare. It has been shown 

that security of socio-culture and economic rights is the main purpose of economic sanctions; not 

prevention of the human rights (Do and Baek2019).  

 According to Afesorgbor and Mahadevan (2016), economic sanctions against human 

welfare a context of income inequality because differences in the income due to economic damage 

in the target country negatively affect human welfare. It has been reviewed that economic 

destruction due to sanctions led to causes economic vulnerability against the humanitarian 

conditions of the innocent people. The negative effect of sanctions is also deterioration of 

democratic freedom of the civilians of the target country (Afesorgbor and Mahadevan, 2016), In a 

similar context, Allen and Lektzian (2013) reflected that economic sanctions are not as an effective 

foreign policy framework because it has not given consideration to the negative effects on the 

individuals and companies of the targeted countries. In context to the social community welfare at 

the domestic and foreign level, it is marked as a "blunt instrument" that mainly targeted to the 

weaker sections or groups of the target country; not main culprits (Allen and Lektzian, 2013, p. 

121). However, the primary target of sanctions is not to harm people interest and thus, the 

ineffectiveness of sanctions to achieve key targets is the key argument and factor that opposes 

economic sanctions enhancement in the international law (Allen and Lektzian, 2013).Economic 

sanctions imposed in the case of target countries; such as Iraq, Cuba and Yugoslavia have reflected 

the negative effect of sanctions on the individuals; such as unavailability of medicine, and other 

basic needs of survival; such as food and water (Allen and Lektzian, 2013). The negative 

consequence of economic sanctions on the health aspects of civilians is a critical issue against 
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social welfare. It has been critically reviewed that sanctions have an adverse effect on public health 

and military conflict (Allen and Lektzian, 2013). 

 As per Smeets (2018), there has been a significant impact of the Economic Sanctions on 

the kinds of the economic gain the individual or the organisations will have from the imposition 

of the Economic Sanctions. Usually the economic sanctions are quite effective when imposed on 

the democratic regimes but this sanctions are not so impactful or effective when applied on the 

authoritarian regimes. Also, sometimes these sanctions are used by some government's authorities 

for their personal benefits. This can cause a major imbalance of the Economic Sanctions to be 

imposed and its viability or reliability. Sometimes these can lead to create sound wealth for the 

elite governments because of the unfair practices of the Economic Sanctions (Smeets, 2018). 

Further, as per the view of Youn (2019), it has been seen several times that the imposition of the 

Economic Sanctions are likely to impact or harm people specially the poor group of people and 

making authorarian regimes more repressive than others. These regimes are used as the 

propaganda by them in order to blame the current internal problems in the economy of the country 

and also blame the initiators of the applicable Economic Sanctions against them (Youn, 2019). 

 The economic sanctions can affect adversely various persons or even other factors also in 

the market. According to the view point of Neuenkirc and Neumeier (2015), different kinds of 

sanctions imposed by the UN and the US as the Economic Sanctions on the countries have seen a 

drastic impact on the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of those countries. The target economy of 

the country under the Economic Sanctions imposed by the leading market player's countries like 

the US and the UN had impacted the economy of those countries by reducing the rate of growth 

of GDP by approximately 2% per year. The reasons behind this downfall are various restrictions 

that have been imposed by the US and the UN on implementing Economic Sanctions on these 
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countries. The different kinds of trade barriers, trade restrictions and trade tariffs imposed by the 

US and UN on the financial transactions with other country led to the reduction of the GDP by 2% 

in those countries. Further, the study also suggested that the impact of such restrictions is long 

term. The negative impact of the Economic Sanctions on the countries can last to the total of at 

least 10 years, which in total led to the decline of 25.5% in the GDP of the targeted country's 

economy by the US and the UN (Neuenkirc and Neumeier, 2015).  

 Over the years, several researchers have been engaged in a constant debate on the topic of 

affectivity granted by the Economic Sanctions in order to attain the stated purpose of such 

imposition. In the view point of the researcher Hufbauer et al. (2008), approximately 34% of the 

imposed Economic Sanctions have been a success in attaining the objectives or purpose they are 

intended for on the targeted countries. This result can clearly state that the success rate is not so 

high even after impacting the country’s GDP in the negative direction. The reduction of the success 

rate of the imposed Economic Sanctions has been widely debated over the last few decades by 

various scholars. The success of an imposed Economic Sanctions on a targeted country is not 

always guarantees success, which is therefore, considered as the one of the cons or drawbacks of 

the Economic Sanctions (Hufbauer et al., 2008). The imposition of the Economic Sanctions by the 

US or the UN on any opposed country will also impact the economy of the UN or the US to some 

extent if not widely. If the restrictions on the import are promulgated by the US and UN from any 

country, then the consumer of the products imported from such country will get affected to the 

large manner because they will have the restrictions on the choices of goods. For example, if the 

US imposed the restrictions on importing any goods from the China by imposing the Economic 

Sanctions on the country, then the people of the US may not have access to the different kinds of 

mobile phones solely produced in China like Oppo, Vivo and One Plus (Android Authority, 2020). 
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In this case, the customers of the mobile industry in the US will have the limited access to the 

different kind of mobile phones and they have to choose from the restricted choices available in 

the US for the mobile phones only in the form of Samsung and Apple. Further, on implementing 

any export restrictions or any imposed Economic Sanctions restrict the companies in trading with 

the country imposed under the Economic Sanctions, and then in such case the imposed country 

will lose the market growth quite a bit and will also lose the investment opportunities in the 

imposing country in comparison to the various other competing countries. 

 According to Wagner-von Papp et al. (2016), sometimes these Economic Sanctions harms 

the professionals and some business classes also with the strong rough states under the regimes of 

the Economic Sanctions. These business class people and professionals are those people have a lot 

of stake not only in a single country's economy but also the international economy. This leads to 

slow down the pace of development of people belonging in the middle class and therefore creating 

a scenario of democracy. Sometimes in the adverse situations some unpopular ruling giants or 

elites protect themselves along with protecting their followers with the help of transferring the 

burden of the Economic Sanctions on their opponents in the market. This can cause a chaotic 

situation in the economy and thereby deviating the aim or main purpose of imposing Economic 

Sanctions on an individual or a group or even a country (Wagner-von Papp et al., 2016). Similarly 

as per Early and Schulzke (2019), overall it is quite evident and safe to state that the imposition of 

the Economic Sanctions may become quite ineffective when it has to reach the pre-established 

objectives. These impositions fails badly in some circumstances to impact its intended targets and 

thus unintentionally without justifying affects the innocent. Therefore, it can stated that these 

Economic Sanctions imposed for complying the laws and regulations on the specified group of 
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individual, state, country or concern are unjust and sometimes even objectionable (Early and 

Schulzke, 2019). 

2.6. Embargo Restrictions on the Financial Transactions  

 There is another major term called as Embargo, which is quite similar to the usual 

Economic Sanctions discussed earlier. However, as per the opinion of Schmitt (2011), embargo is 

more severe in nature and often relates to the direct imposing restrictions like no-fly zone and even 

imposition of naval blockade. Embargo is considered as the Spanish term which means obstruction 

or hindrance. In general it means the restrictions or ban imposed on trade and distraint on the target 

country under the juridical parlance. The embargo is the partial or complete restriction imposed 

by a country on the trade or commerce with the targeted country or group of countries as the 

Economic Sanctions. These are imposed by one country as the rigid or solid diplomatic measures 

in order to elicit the result of national interest from the targeted country on which the restrictions 

have been imposed. It is to noted that these embargo are generally considered as the legal barriers 

on trade and thus not to be confused by the word blockades, which means an act of war (Schmitt, 

2011). On the other side, as per the observations made by Folorunso (2013), there are several 

disadvantage of implementing embargo as the Economic Sanctions on targeted country. One of 

the major limitations of embargo imposition is that it literally ends all kinds of the trading activities 

of the targeted country and thereby restricting the growth of such country's economy. This method 

of restriction also allows the imposition of the various special tolls or taxes, which is another major 

drawback of such activities. This even restricts the freight or even the transport vehicles from the 

targeted country which allows lower level of imports from such imposed targeted country into the 

imposition country. The choices of various kinds of similar products will not be available to the 
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customers of the imposition country as the total restrictions will be imposed on the targeted country 

(Folorunso, 2013).  

 Further, the imposition of the Economic Sanctions or embargo will particularly also seize 

freights or flights from the targeted country. According to Haellmigk (2019), the embargo will 

even restrict the flow of goods or services which helps in fostering development in the economy 

of a country. These types of restrictions also resist the exchanges of the technology between two 

countries. The sanctions imposed by a country on the targeted country will restrict the delivery of 

particular technology from one country into another country. This is a major drawback of the 

sanctions imposed by various countries on their respective targeted company. The effectiveness of 

the sanctions imposed by the country on a targeted country depends on the proportion to which the 

degree or extent of a country into the international participation. However, it should be noted that, 

embargo just provides the opportunities to some of the countries around the world to develop a 

faster self-sufficiency. The embargo is used as an essential tool in different kinds of economic 

situations of a country imposing such restrictions not necessarily in the case of a war but can be 

used otherwise also to control any exchange of activities from the targeted company (Haellmigk, 

2019).  

 The application of the restriction imposed on the financial transactions between two 

countries through the adoption of embargo is quite a pain and thus create issues for the 

organisations to grow their business in the international market. Companies situated and operating 

in the market of the countries facing any kind of Economic Sanctions including embargo should 

make themselves aware about the restrictions to be faced because of the applicable sanctions on 

the export. This is quite difficult and a burden for the companies exporting and importing in the 

target country (Global Policy Forum, 2020). In addition to this, according to Erickson (2013), it 
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can even become quite difficult for the companies operating in the country imposing any kind of 

the restrictions on the import or export from a target country to remember & follow the rules of 

sanctions. Prior to enter into any kind of export agreement or import agreement, the company has 

to check whether the agreement involves any kind of embargo or any kind of risk involved related 

to the Economic Sanctions in the financial transactions. If the company violates any rules of the 

sanctions imposed on it, then the company will have to face legal challenges that can impact the 

volatility or sustainability of the company. The companies have to constantly check with the list 

of the countries covered under the embargo or Economic Sanctions in order to ensure that they are 

not dealing with any kind of exchange with any such company covered under the embargo or other 

Economic Sanctions (Erickson, 2013). In addition to this, the company dealing into any kind of 

activities related to export or import have to obtain a license first so as to ensure a smooth flow of 

activities. 

 According to Alexander (2009), the situations related to the dealing into any kind of 

activity with the target country can become complicated even further with the changes occurred in 

the politics of the imposition country. This can led to raise various challenges for the companies 

dealing in the international market as they have to constantly keep a track of the changes made by 

the political party in the power. The changes can be quite a burden for the companies to keep a 

track on and constantly updating the various changes made by the political parties in relation to 

the restrictions imposed under the Economic Sanctions or embargo sanctions on a targeted country 

in relation to any exchange of financial transactions. The ever changing embargoes policies or any 

other Economic Sanctions by a country on the other targeted country led to the complexities for 

the companies dealing in the international market (Alexander, 2009).  
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 The concept of embargo and related problems can be better understood with the help of an 

example. In the year 1807, the US imposed an embargo by incorporating various kinds of laws 

passed under the authority of the US Congress during the period of 1806-1808 during the time of 

second tenure of Thomas Jefferson as the president of the US. At this time, the major was 

happening between France and the Great Britain and the US wanted to remain neutral on this 

situation and thus the US wants to trade with both the countries but the governments of both the 

country's wants that the US should not export its supplies to other competitor in the war. The 

policies of the US were aimed to use any new laws of restrictions so as to avoid the war and thereby 

forcing both the countries namely Britain and France to respect rights of the US. This way of the 

US adopted by the US Congress as embargo failed miserably in achieving the aims or purpose of 

the restrictions and therefore, in the later year of 1809 in the month of March, Thomas Jefferson 

decided to repeal the legislations prevailing in the US related to the embargo (Snyder and 

Herbener, 2004). 

2.7. Anti-Money Laundering Regimes to the Operations of Financial Institutions  

 The idealisation of the Anti-Money Laundering (AML) practices at global level in the 

operations of the financial institutions is quite unattainable in reality. According to Mitsilegas and 

Vavoula (2016), the sound implementation of the AML regime is a difficult task because of the 

large differences in the priorities and perspectives of the institutions among different countries as 

well as in those institutions also that exits in same country. This lead to arise a situation of the 

compromises that are driven by the needs of the institutions to balance their competing objectives 

in the international space that are made at all the levels in each and every jurisdiction (Mitsilegas 

and Vavoula, 2016). In addtion to this, Tsingou (2018) stated that, the US based AML regimes are 

adopted globally today as a model because of its strict sanctions policies on the operations of the 
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financial institutions. Core financial institutions like banks are considered under substantial 

supervision which includes an annual on-site evaluation in order to ensure their full compliance 

with AML. The US and the UK based AML practices or regimes are operating in various financial 

systems under a system where retail transactions are important similarly to the wholesale 

transactions performed by the financial institutions along with paying attention on the Asset 

Management relationships (Tsingou, 2018). 

  As per Wilkes (2020), there are four pillars that are available in order to adopt the AML 

practices in the operations of the financial institutions namely, reporting, Customer Due Diligence 

(CDD), sanctions and regulations & supervision. The detailed CDD and reporting requirement 

imposed on the operations of financial institutions adopts the regimes of AML with the help of 

supervision on the compliances in accordance with the regulations and laws. There are some 

reporting requirements that are available in order to alert the authorities about the activities that 

might involve some laundering in the operations of the financial institutions. At last, the imposed 

sanctions will help in punishing the financial institutions who fails in preventing the AML regimes 

in relation to the applicable CDD and other reporting requirements under the Economic Sanctions 

(Wilkes, 2020).  

 The support for the AML in domestic and international markets has raised the efforts to 

resist it by some of the financial institutions. As per Ferwerda, Deleanu and Unger (2019), The 

enforcement of AML practices will closely tie the tax evasion enforcements even if such does not 

leads to the development of money laundering activities by the financial institutions. An example 

for the imposition of the AML can be seen under the Swiss system, which heavily relies upon the 

integrity and other responsibility of the financial institution of Switzerland in order to ensure the 

compliance of the AML related laws & regulations at national level (Ferwerda, Deleanu and 
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Unger, 2019). Further, the supervision and sanctioning under 2003 FATF Forty 

Recommendations, the 29th recommendation call for the supervision of the non-compliance and 

ensure that the compliance should be made by utilising the adequate powers by the supervisor to 

monitor the financial institutions. Some of the jurisdictions does not allow the examination of the 

financial institutions expect when allowed under some specific circumstances instead on totally 

relying upon the audit processes to examine the existence of money laundering activities. 

Existence of the system of Informal Funds Transfer (IFT) like hawalas are particular challenges 

still faces by the global AML regime. The hawalas generally operates unregulated under the 

international financial system which exists in both developing as well as developed countries till 

date. However, it should be noted that hawalas exists in entire world economy whether a developed 

economy or developing economy or even an undeveloped economy. This method has widely 

spread in the areas of the Middle East and even in some areas of South Asia at a significant level. 

This widespread use of this terminology under the various regions around the world prompted a 

great increase in the level of attention to be made by the government & international organisations 

to prevent this illegal method of money laundering after 11th of September 2001 even after the 

fact that it was not evident that any sort of terrorists group or other body or individual have used 

the method of IFT as funding mechanism for their operations (Piie, 2020). 

2.8. Literature Gap 

 From the different literature reviews, it has not been clear that existing global sanctions are 

effectively accomplished targeted objectives or not. Economic sanctions are negatively harmed 

civilians or innocent individuals in the aim of attaining the objective of international peace. The 

lack of consideration to humanitarian benefits when imposing sanctions is a new concern rose after 

the critical issues faced by people in Iraq, Russia, Cuba, Yugoslavia and other weaker target 
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countries. Further, from the studies conducted previously, it is quite evident that are several studies 

already have been conducted on the Economic Sanctions and Embargo but the areas like the extent 

of their impact on the economies of both the country that imposed such sanctions & the target 

country on which such imposition has been laid out. Additionally, the lack of focus on the issues 

involved in the financial sanctions due to the imposition made by one country have yet to be 

explored in depth. In addition to this, the operational gap is also not covered much in any study or 

research yet, which will be one of the key areas of this research study in order to mitigate this gap. 

This research project will address the research gap of findings of factors essential for the 

effectiveness of economic sanctions.  

2.9. Summary  

 From conducting the effective and efficient study of the different sources, the presented 

literature review can state that there are several Economic Sanctions that have been imposed on 

the groups or individual including financial institutions more profoundly by the US, UN and EU. 

One of the major impositions that can be seen is the Economic Sanctions by the US on Iran and its 

financial institutions. Rising conflicts among different financial institutions and misuse of the 

power by the government to impose or transfer the burden of Economic Sanctions are some of its 

limitation. AML are implemented and followed more accurately in the Switzerland and also US 

holds the power to influence the fines or penalties to be imposed on non-compliance of the AML 

regimes.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

 In pursuit of a research goal, a researcher needs to define a way in which the research will 

be conducted, surrounding the pertinent beliefs, assumptions and reasoning. In this context, the 

current chapter ‘Methodology’ of the research aims at outlining and justifying the philosophy, 

approach, design and method that are guiding the research work on economic sanctions and its 

associated aspects. Centred on these aspects, the selection of research method, data collection 

instrument and sample selection are made in the chapter, along with providing proper justification.  

3.2 Research Philosophy 

 In order to outline the values, beliefs and assumptions of the research to guide the process 

of data collection and analysis, the selection of suitable research philosophy is made that shape the 

perception of the researcher regarding the reality, truth and knowledge. The key focus is on 

conducting a comprehensive study of the economic sanctions from the wider or multiple 

dimensions to address the effectiveness of sanctions imposition as foreign policy and conflicts as 

a result of sanctions impositions internationally. Moreover, this research study will be on 

examining economic sanctions impact on the foreign policy and international norms. In a similar 

context, interpretivism philosophy will be used for the purpose of understanding of the research 

subject (Ary et al., 2018). Subjective information under the interpretivism philosophy will aid to 

conduct economic analysis and will provide a clear understanding of international sanctions 

system. Interpretivism philosophy believes in exploring multiple facts, and thus, its implication 

will support to conduct evidential research in the relation of global sanctions of the EU, the UN 

and the US. Overall, use of interpretivism in this research study will lead to interpret key elements 

associated with the research subject (Pajo, 2017). The key stance guiding the selection of research 
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philosophy is classified as epistemology, ontology and axiology, which further supports in 

determining a most appropriate philosophy among interpretivism, positivism, realism and 

pragmatism (DePoy and Gitlin, 2013). Among them, in the present research, interpretivism 

philosophy centred on epistemology is used in the research to assess the difference between human 

experience and views as the social actors. The rationale of using the philosophy in the research is 

its belief that subjective interpretation and intervention is only helpful in understanding the reality 

that is made by encouraging multiple interpretations of reality (Wilson, 2014). The philosophy is 

suitable to gather a wider range of subjective views on the research topic, which will be helpful in 

gaining a crucial understanding of international sanctions and its impact on financial service 

operations. 

3.3 Research Approach and Design 

 In order to pave a comprehensive path for undertaking the research, the utilisation of 

suitable research approach has been made.  Data approach directs process of data collection in 

the direction theory testing and theory development. Deductive is one of the approaches that move 

from general to specific for theory testing, while inductive approach processes data collection in 

direction of specific observation to generalise data or theory for the theory development (Wilson, 

2014). The most applicable research approach in this study will be inductive to process data 

collection in the specific context, to reach at the pertinent conclusion in the generalised context 

(Olsen, 2011). This research approach will help to cover documented based evidence, and 

documentation, such as investigators and analysts report based on analysis of economic sanctions.  

Inductive will be a suitable approach to integrate specific findings in the context of the 

research subject; including academic information sources (researchers' investigation), research 

organization and official documents to gain knowledge of economic sanctions history, as well as 
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economic sanctions imposition in the recent times. In this research study about to reveal the key 

characteristics of economic sanctions and factors will be required to integrate into this law for the 

effective implication of economic sanctions instrument, inductive approach will aid to access pros 

and cons of different economic sanctions as specific information. Based on this, generalised data 

will be inferred whether economic sanctions are favourable to the social and economic welfare or 

not.  

The research has made use of inductive research approach over deductive one, as it is 

suitable to explore and acquire perception and subjective views on the research context. The 

approach has provided a move initiative with the specific examination and directed to drawing 

generalised findings. The approach has remained highly suitable to uncover subjective evidence 

on economic sanction history and current economic sanctions, and their impact on the economy 

and financial services by supporting the collection of qualitative data (DePoy and Gitlin, 2013). 

On the other hand, a research design can be explained as the procedure used to collect, analyse, 

interpret and report on the data effectively by conceptualising the research problem. The research 

design is mainly of three types, namely exploratory, explanatory and descriptive. Among them, in 

the present research study, the use of exploratory research design is made as on the topic, as limited 

research has still been performed, and thus, enough is not known regarding the problem and 

phenomenon (Jamshed, 2014). In this, the use of exploratory research design is highly suitable to 

explore the topic in detail and examined the impact of economic sanctions on financial service 

aspects. By integrating inductive approach and exploratory research design, detailed subjective 

insights and exploration of aspects linked to economic sanctions have been made in the research. 

Overall, the inductive approach in this research will help to gather qualitative to induce generalized 

results or findings as the new theory development (Creswell and Clark, 2017).   
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3.4 Research Method 

 In order to examine and explore a research context, there are three key research methods 

that are prominently utilised in research, namely qualitative, quantitative and mixed research 

methods. As per the research aims and objectives, and chosen philosophy, approach and design, 

the research is focussed on using the qualitative research method to investigate the research topic. 

This is the most suitable method for the research as it is highly useful in studying the subjective 

inferences and meaning of the chosen phenomenon (Collis and Hussey, 2013). Over other 

methods, qualitative method is selected in the research as it provides in-depth detail and insights 

of lived experiences, knowledge, behaviours, organisational functioning, and economic and social 

implications of a phenomenon, which is helpful in providing multiple meaning of realities. In this 

way, the method is optimal in providing holistic insights and understanding of human experiences 

pertaining to the understanding of economic sanctions and the level to which the imposition of 

economic sanctions as an effective policy measure (Wilson, 2014).  

3.5 Data Collection Instruments in the research 

 In support of the decisions made in the above sections pertaining to methodological choices 

and theoretical aspects guiding the research process, the research has made use of a pertinent 

selection of data collection instruments. A qualitative will be followed for data collection to 

assimilate both qualitative to address economic sanctions. Qualitative data aids to collect depth 

data via interview, case study, literature research and focus group discussion. On the other hand, 

quantitative data is useful to collect statistical data via survey (Creswell and Clark, 2017; Ary et 

al., 2018). This study will collect qualitative data to extract detailed data through using literature 

search and interview method of data collection.  
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In the research, for collecting data, mainly two instruments are available, namely primary 

data collection instruments and secondary data collection instruments. In the research, both these 

instruments have been utilised to collect a wide range of data on economic sanctions and their 

impact. In regard to primary evidence, the research has chosen semi-structured interview as the 

preferred source of data collection instrument, wherein the interview is conducted with a precise 

sample population to obtain useful insight on the research topic. The rationale of performing semi-

structured interview in the research is to the role in enabling two-way communication and 

interaction with the participants which helped in asking pertinent questions and gaining deeper 

insights on the sensitive aspects also (Olsen, 2011). Interview data collection instrument will be 

preferred for qualitative data collection to access detailed views of analysts and investigators about 

economic sanctions. The examination of economic sanctions will only be determined on the basis 

of in-depth insight into the sanctions positive or negative effects on the countries' economy and 

social development.  It is also optimal in gaining subjective insights on the topic, provides 

substantial flexibility to the researcher, ensures freedom of expression to the participants and the 

instrument helps in gaining a reliable and comparable range of qualitative data, providing an in-

depth understanding of the research topic.  

The interview will lead to collecting the personal opinion of the research respondents in 

the more elaborated and discussed way with Survey. Thus, interview method in this research will 

aid to present real experiences of the analysts to meet the research gap of inferring clear conclusion 

about the effectiveness of sanctions imposition in the recent times for accomplishing the intended 

objective. The scope of interactive communication in the interview method will help to clarify 

ambiguities and thus, it is chosen (Wilson, 2014; Bell, Bryman and Harley, 2018). Thus flexibility 

in the discussion is one of the factors for selecting interview method (Sekaran and Bougie, 2016). 
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Misunderstandings about research problem will be clarified in the process of interviewing and 

thus, it will help to conclude relevant data (Pajo, 2017).  

Apart from primary data, the research also focussed on gaining data from secondary 

sources also. For collecting secondary data, various instruments of academic sources will be 

utilised including journals, books, government publications and data on economic sanctions, and 

access the credible online sources also to obtain a detailed insight on the research topic (Sekaran 

and Bougie, 2016). Literature research will include review of academic sources; including books, 

journals and online reports, as well as tools used by Anti-Money Laundering (AML) analyst in 

Multinational Corporations (MNCs). Academic sources will be used to gain an understanding of 

economic sanctions and the extent to which imposes of economic sanctions considered as an 

effective policy measure.  The knowledge of tools used by AML analysts/Compliance officers will 

aid to identify sanctions and their contribution to prevent critical events and risks thereof. 

3.6 Sample Size and Sampling Strategy 

 The above section has highlighted that in the research primary data is gathered using a 

semi-structured interview, which is helpful in gaining a pertinent nature of qualitative data on the 

topic. For performing the interview, the selection of a suitable sample population is highly crucial. 

In this regard, in the current research, a sample of Anti-Money Laundering (AML) 

analyst/Compliance officers of India has been selected in the research to obtain their crucial 

knowledge on economic sanctions and the ways, they have prevented critical events and associated 

risks. A sample of 5 AML analysts/Compliance officers of India has been made in the research to 

obtain a substantial set of views on the topic and identify comprehensive patters by studying and 

comparing the views of the respondents in detail. The views of analysts will help to determine the 

way economic sanctions works to control violation of international norms and the need for 
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imposing economic sanctions in recent times. Allianz India, the insurance giant in India, will be 

preferred for data collection because they comprise sufficient data on the subject of economic 

sanctions. Financial firms will also be simultaneously contacted to conduct an interview with the 

sanctioned screening investigators to examine economic sanctions in particular to the objectives 

and usefulness of sanctions 

For selecting this sample population, the use of sampling strategy has been made in the 

research, which is purposive sampling technique. Using the purposive sampling strategy, the 

sample of analysts is selected in the research, which helped in selecting an optimal sample 

population on the basis of the research purpose, and thus, having knowledge, detailed insights and 

experience in dealing with the aspects of economic sanction (Oliver, 2010). The optimal size of 

the sample population is chosen in the research which has been able to provide substantial 

information, which can be easily compared and comprehend to assess usefulness, objectives and 

impact of economic sanctions on the financial domain.   

For the interview process, the sample size will be only 5 analysts because of time 

constraints and problems in scheduling interview with the analysts in MNC due to their busy 

schedule. The interview will be conducted with sanction screening analyst and anti-money 

laundering analysts from an MNC. Sampling strategy for the participants’ selection will be random 

sampling. This sampling will be considered as the best strategy to prevent the issue of 

discriminatory selection of the interview respondents (Creswell and Clark, 2017; Bell, Bryman 

and Harley, 2018).  An assurance of the participants’ equally selection would lead to information 

validity as no favouritism would be considered while electing analysts or officials in MNC for 

interview purpose.  
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3.7 Data Analysis Technique 

 The collection of data is insufficient until it is analysed in detail to draw some useful views 

and insights from it. The above sections have described that in the research, the use of qualitative 

research method has been made, wherein, the data gathered via interview need to be analysed 

comprehensively to draw crucial findings from it. In this regard, the research has made use of 

thematic technique, which is the most suitable to analyse qualitative data and critically the 

interview responses. Thematic analysis is described as the data analysis technique that focuses on 

identifying and describing, a range of explicit and implicit ideas within the data by drawing 

comprehensive themes and effective coding to link the raw data with the research context (Edson, 

Henning and Sankaran, 2016; Kuada, 2012).  

The thematic framework will be useful for analysing interview and secondary studies data 

in the comprehensible form because of data categorisation (Pope, Mays and Popay, 2007). Under 

this data analysis framework, collected quantitative and qualitative data will be converted into 

categorical form under the specific themes for the data analysis purpose (Guest, MacQueen and 

Namey, 2011). The categorisation of data under themes in this research will help to identify 

common patterns within comprehensive and detailed data sets (Pope, Mays and Popay, 2007). This 

will further aid in examining and analysing data in the clear and logical terms to clarify the efficacy 

of economic sanctions that wrongly perceived by the individuals and organisations. The 

framework of thematic analysis will be an appropriate choice for thorough description and 

discussion on the economic sanctions to identify the way of positive approach for the ongoing 

economic sanctions imposition as a foreign policy instrument. Analysis of interview questionnaire 

data in the categorical form in this study will also be supported by the recent and relevant studies. 

This is the most suitable technique to capture complexities in the meaning of the textual data set 
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and optimal to drawn crucial findings on economic sanctions and its link with the recession, 

economic model, and the impact of ongoing economic sanctions imposition as a foreign policy 

instrument on the financial aspects. In this way, the technique is highly suitable to analyse the 

collected data in detail. 

3.8 Ethical Considerations 

  In order to carry out comprehensive research on economic sanctions, the research has 

abided the whole work on ethical norms and principles, which plays a vital role in ensuring the 

credibility and reliability of the data collection and drawing crucial research findings from it. In 

this context, the research has strictly complied with the aspects of ensuring confidentiality, 

anonymity, proper consent and anonymity of the research participants. For ensuring all these 

aspects, the researcher has gained proper consent of participants for an interview in written format 

and assured that they could withdraw their participation at any time. Along with this, no action 

and question have been put in front of the participant asking their personal detail or any intrusion 

to their privacy. Apart from this, data confidentiality, dignity, no misrepresentation of data, 

originality and adherence to plagiarism rules have strictly made in the research (Sekaran and 

Bougie, 2016). 

All the significant ethical requirements for doing valid, reliable and authentic research will 

be undertaken in this research study in order to comply with the University Ethical Norms and 

Ethical Guidelines for Educational Research (BERA, 2018). In the research study, the ethics aspect 

will give assurance to the participants and potential users of this research study that data collection 

and presentation have been following ethical practices (Hammersley and Traianou, 2012). This 

research will integrate primary, as well as secondary data; thereby, ethical considerations useful 

for validating primary and secondary finding will be followed.  
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• Voluntary consent – Data from the officials (sanction screening analyst and anti-money 

laundering analysts) will be processed after receiving their consent for participation. 

Voluntary consent reveals that participants are not forced for sharing data (Loue, 2007). For 

this, consent letter and cover letter of interview questionnaire both will be sent to the officials 

to provide the information about the research purpose and value of their participation in the 

research study.  Besides this, officials will also be permitted to withdraw consent without 

specifying any reasons. They would not be restricted to share data after the consent as well.   

• Data Confidentiality- Research data from the interview participants will be stored or recorded 

in the coded and anonymous form to ensure data confidentiality and secrecy. Data will not 

be shared with any individual or organisation, and also no third party access of data will be 

allowed. The collection of the research data will be especially for meeting academic research 

purpose and thus, confidentially and security-related ethical guidelines will strictly adhere to 

the research (Oliver, 2010; BERA, 2018).   

• Dignity- Interview participants will be treated with professional conduct and gratitude to 

ensure no harm to the participants' dignity.  Maintaining the dignity of the participants will 

keep up participants' confidence and induces them to share useful data as they would be 

perceived their value in the research (BERA, 2018).  

• Originality- The data from the officials, who are interviewed, will be presented with the 

original data in the form of quotes or written transcript and will be further supported by 

academic studies. The actual data or responses of the officials will be presented without any 

changes in the context of the data rationality (Oliver, 2010).  

• Credibility – Information from the secondary sources (books, MNC's report, scholarly 

journals and online articles) will be cited with complete referencing, so as to give value to 
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the scholars' work. This ethical consideration will contribute to the quality of being trustful 

and authentic data in the research study (Hammersley and Traianou, 2012). 

3.9 Potential Limitations 

 The research results would be affected by the various potential limitations that can be 

related to theory and practice. From the perspective of theory, non-conclusive and descriptive data 

about economic sanctions would cause problem or limitation in understanding whether economic 

sanctions are effective or ineffective to accomplish foreign objectives. Besides this, lack of 

availability of specific economic sanctions of the EU, UN and OFAC with a proper explanation 

would be another potential limitation. This would cause difficulty in gaining comparative 

knowledge of economic sanctions and restrictions imposed by the regimes.  

Time limitation would also a potential limitation in this research because of high possibility 

of wider discussion when examining the economic sanctions. This can be an endless debate 

because restrictions/ban due to economic sanctions imposes could be favourable for the security 

purpose, but it against innocent individuals. The collection of rigorous data would not be 

extensively possible because of time limitation in the interview process (Creswell and Clark, 

2017). Besides this, access of AML analysts consent for participation in the interview would be 

potential problem and thus, I will provide them complete information about the research and its 

value contribution and also conduct interview as per participants’ convenience. The data about 

economic sanctions are of confidential nature, and therefore, access to some data would not be 

easily feasible due to hindrance. 
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3.10 Timeline (Gantt chart)  

 The time period of three years will be sufficient to conduct comprehensive research on the 

economic sanctions in the alignment of the research questions. The research milestones that will 

be carried out in this research study are presented in the below table: 

Milestone 1 Introduction  Presents background 

information on economic 

sanctions and research 

purpose   

Milestone 2 Literature Review   Critique of the studies to 

find conclusive remarks for 

the imposition of economic 

sanctions or not. The gap in 

the studies will also be 

determined at this milestone 

to direct primary data 

collection process. 

Milestone 3 Methodology  Interview with officials will 

be conducted, and data will 

be sorted  for analysis and 

discussion to answer 

research questions 

Milestone 4 Data Analysis and Discussion   Interview responses will be 

analysed on the basis of 
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analysts’ responses. 

Secondary studies will also 

be embraced in analysis and 

discussion to support and 

evaluate primary data.  

Milestone 5 Conclusion, Recommendations 

and Future Implications  

Overall results will be 

concluded, and 

recommendations to the 

sanctions regimes and MNC 

analysts will be provided. 

Milestone 6 Personal Reflection  Personal insights and skills 

development will be 

completed using a personal 

reflection model 

3.11 Summary 

 It can be summarised based on the overall discussion that the research has made use of 

interpretivism research philosophy, qualitative method, inductive approach and exploratory 

research design. Centring on them, the semi-structured interview has been performed with 5 AML 

analysts of Ireland to collect wider and deeper insights on economic sanctions, apart from 

collecting secondary data. The gathered data in the research is analysed using the thematic 

technique of data analysis. 
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Discussion 

4.1 Introduction 

Data analysis and discussion constitute a critical section of a research project centred on 

examining the accumulated primary data by applying the most suited analysis strategy for 

developing results in the light of predetermined motives of the research. In the presented research 

work, the interview method is used to observe and assess the perspectives of knowledgeable people 

in the research field. The subjective opinions gathered via the interview measure have been 

examined in this chapter under separate themes formed by consolidating research objectives and 

the questions of the interview schedule. Thematic analysis is recognised as the pivotal approach 

when opinions, views, knowledge and experiences of people are to be discovered from the set of 

qualitative data such as interview transcripts. Thus, it is found as the most effective approach to 

deeply examine the interview transcripts to discover the implications of economic sanctions, and 

anti-money laundering regimes on the financial organisations. Further, under the discussion 

section, secondary studies have been embraced in analysis and discussion for supporting and 

analysing primary data to draw pertinent findings authentically. 

4.2 Thematic Analysis 

Theme 1: Global Sanction Regimes and Imposition of Economic Sanctions and AML by Nations 

 Interview participants were asked to share their views about global sanction regimes, and 

the imposition of economic sanctions and anti-money laundering regime by countries to which 

participant A explained that "Initially global sanctions were economic sanctions but sanctions 

imposed in the 21st century are also focused on rights of citizens. Sanctions are imposed against 

illegal financial activities, but the effectiveness of sanctions remains a debatable issue as sanctions 

do not take into account the humanitarian aspect. However, sanctions can be imposed by countries 
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due to multiple reasons for achieving policy goals and objectives regarding trade which may 

adversely affect human rights.”  In the same context, it is expressed by participant B “In my 

opinion, different types of sanctions can be imposed by countries such as diplomatic, economic, 

sports and military sanctions and sanctions can also be imposed on individuals. Moreover, 

economic sanctions are commonly imposed by nations in terms of tariffs and trade restrictions, 

and they are also targeted towards regulating financial services and restricting financial 

transactions.”  

 In this series, participant D said that “In my understanding, global sanction regime is 

targeted towards restricting money laundering and regulating financial transactions under 

economic sanctions. However, trade restrictions and the ban on medical supplies and travel have 

adverse consequences for poor individuals. Three major global regimes include the UN sanctions, 

US sanctions and the EU sanctions. Countries impose economic sanctions for regulating financial 

services in different sectors including healthcare, oil & gas, banking and hospitality. Overall, I 

feel that economic sanctions are mainly imposed for dealing with the issue of money laundering 

wherein regimes have the authority to punish private and public organisations involved in the 

infringement of international norms.” 

 It is evaluated from the views of participants that there are three prominent sanction 

regimes, namely, the UN sanctions, the EU sanctions and the US sanctions. Various types of 

sanctions can be imposed by nations such as economic sanctions, military, diplomatic and sports 

sections. Trade barriers and tariffs are imposed for the regulation of financial services and 

monitoring financial transactions of banking, healthcare, oil and gas and other key industries with 

the purpose to address the issue of money laundering. However, it is revealed in the responses that 
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travel ban, trade barriers and other restrictions by means of economic sanctions negatively 

influence humanitarian aspects.  

 In response to the question, participant C described that “Countries opt for economic 

sanctions not only for regulating financial services but also to effectively respond to geopolitical 

challenges, especially conflict and terrorism. Multinational authorities and governments impose 

economic sanctions for altering the decisions of the state as well as non-state actors that breach 

international behavioural norms. It is a strategic instrument of economic pressure and foreign 

policy which is preferred by nations over military action. It is evident from the example of 

sanctions by the US that it imposed heavy penalties against countries that perpetrate human rights 

breach and sponsor terrorism. North Korea is highly influenced by economic sanctions imposed 

by the US and the UN, wherein trade barrier and financial embargos were imposed on the nation. 

Not all economic sanctions are directed towards the regulation of financial services; some are 

focused on restricting activities of organisations that promote social unrest.” On the other hand, 

it is pointed out by participant E that, “Economic sanctions with a specific focus on financial 

security aims to monitor activities of financial institutions for ensuring proper compliance with 

AML regulations. Along with this, economic sanctions aim to regulate operations and transactions 

of financial institutions by properly tracking different counterparties. Financial sanctions target 

firms and individuals and combination of financial sanctions and AML regime lead to strong 

compliance with norms in private and public sectors, thereby reducing the possibility of law 

infringement and dealing with the consequences of illegal financial transactions and unregulated 

financial activities.” 

 It has been analysed from the diverse opinions of participants that economic sanctions is 

an important foreign policy instrument that enables countries to accomplish their security and 
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financial objectives and restricts activities promoting social unrest. Overall, trade barriers and anti-

money laundering regulations contribute to tracking financial transactions and restricting cash-

flow utilised for sponsoring terrorist activities. However, contradictory views exist in regard to the 

effectiveness of economic sanctions and its role in monitoring financial services and decreasing 

the incidences of financial fraud.  

Theme 2: Factors Contribute to the Understanding of Economic Sanctions and Imposition of AML 

Regime in regard to Financial Services  

  The participants were enquired about reasons for introducing economic sanctions and 

implications of sanctions and AML regime on financial services. In response to the question, 

participant A mentioned that "I believe that the prime reason of sanctions was to counter terrorist 

activities, illegal nuclear initiatives undertaken by countries and activities promoting social unrest 

along with restricting illegal trade for security purposes. However, a strong nation such as the US 

imposed the economic sanction for exerting its influence over smaller countries such as Iran and 

Syria by imposing heavy penalties and restricting trade barriers, but these sanctions were rooted 

in ensuring securing of citizens as well." On the other side, it is illustrated that respondent C that 

"AML regime played an effective role in dealing with the issues of financial fraud and illegal 

financial practices of private and public companies by binding them to comply with law and 

regulations, but it cannot be denied that economic sanctions have adversely affected the ability of 

banks operating in different nations. One of the major reasons behind the imposition of economic 

transactions is protecting national interests via targeting certain countries, companies and 

individuals by enforcing trade embargoes against the export of particular good such as nuclear 

technologies, aviation and military.” 
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 In this sequence, it is stated by participant B that "I think it is necessary to regulate 

financial services by means of a uniform global framework, but there is a need to simplify the 

compliance process and make improvements in terms of the imposition of economic sanctions as 

banks are forced to take loans at less favourable conditions and at high-interest rates. Along with 

this, it is noted that compliance costs are increasing, which has become a critical issue for 

financial service firms and the overall regulatory regime is deemed to be complicated. Hence, 

there is ambiguity regarding the effectiveness of the AML regime and relevant laws for operational 

aspects of financial institutions.” 

 It is assessed from the perspectives of participants that several factors influence the 

imposition of economic sanctions such as securing national interest, countering illegal nuclear 

initiatives, prohibiting terrorist activities and curbing illegal trade. AML regime is formed and 

implemented that complements economic sanctions’ objective to regulate financial transactions 

and promote transparency in financial operations for addressing the widespread concerns 

surrounding money laundering. However, banks and other financial service providers are 

encountering difficulties in complying with norms and AML regime as it requires them to take 

loans at high-interest rates and less favourable terms.  

 In this relation, it is explained by respondent D that “Economic sanctions and restrictions 

are designated by the government for the purpose of prohibiting illegal transactions and tracking 

financial services. Banks, private financial firms and insurance companies and all other financial 

actors are required to implement the suggested measures all across their network. Financial 

institutions are liable to search client databases and transaction flow for determining any potential 

assets or operations found in breach of sanctions. Economic sanctions and AML require financial 
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service firms to bear additional cost for meeting foreign debt obligations and financing 

development projects.” 

 Further, it is elaborated by respondent E that "Economic sanctions influence not only 

operational efficacy of banks but also influence humanitarian aspects and trade-related facets 

among countries. Heavy penalties are imposed by the US against countries infringing peace and 

security dimensions and identified to be involved in the violation of human rights. It has become 

mandatory for financial firms to abide by anti-money laundering regulations as risks or negative 

consequences of non-adherence seem to be aggravated with constant changes in the political and 

economic environment. However, the imposition of economic sanctions cannot be entirely 

explained in terms of security objectives as sanctions are intricately linked to political and 

diplomatic aspects.” 

 It has been investigated that political factors and diplomatic factors are closely linked to 

the implementation of economic sanctions. Banks and financial firms have to bear extra expenses 

for implementing AML regulations across its operational network, and it is regarded to be a 

complex procedure. Moreover, it is found that economic sanctions not only affect the operational 

efficiency of financial service providers but also adversely affect trade between countries and 

humanitarian dimensions. It is reflected in the responses that heavy penalties are imposed against 

financial institutions that found to be involved in breaching international norms. It is examined 

that any private or public financial institution that does not adhere to international regulations and 

AML regime is subjected to criminal proceedings and punitive fines. In addition, financial sector 

firms also encounter various issues such as an obstruction in their operational performance, 

damage to reputation, and damage to credibility. 
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Theme 3: The Impact of Economic Sanctions in regard to Controlling Economy by Affecting the 

Operations of Financial Institutions in relation to the Strategic Economic Model 

 Participants were asked to share their opinions regarding the impact of economic sanctions 

in terms of controlling the economy via influencing or regulating financial institutions' operations. 

It is explained by participant A that “I feel that economic sanctions have definitely helped in 

addressing the concerns surrounding money laundering and other financial frauds. The rate at 

which money laundering cases are amplifying is troublesome for regulators and policymakers. 

The complexity and sophisticated nature of the crime depict the need to employ strict measures 

and ensure proper implementation in financial firms. Therefore, AML regulations are enforced by 

governments and regulatory bodies, but these regulations have created the need to track and 

closely monitor all the transactions made by politically exposed persons." Further, in response to 

this question, it is stressed by respondent B that "I think that the banking sector is under immense 

pressure to adhere to AML regulations and comply with financial sanctions that impose rigid and 

compliance needs and also expose the firms to severe repercussion in terms of degraded 

credibility. Therefore, financial firms are making a substantial investment in human capital and 

system to eradicate the issue of non-compliance and violation of norms. It is evident that 

compliance with AML regulations requires huge investment on the part of financial institutions, 

and it also demands major operational changes, so the overall cost of operations increases for the 

financial sector. I believe financial service providers are under immense pressure to boost their 

investment in resources and systems, along with ensuring investment in compliance processes.”  

 As a whole, it is interpreted from the responses that economic sanctions are required for 

financial transparency and mitigating the issues of financial fraud, but their compliance and proper 

implementation in the financial sector is a cumbersome and expensive task for firms operating in 
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the sector. Economic sanctions have the power to control the economy through the strategic 

economic model by regulating the operations of banks and other financial firms as non-compliance 

with AML results in devastating consequences in terms of reduced credibility and punitive 

damages.  

In regard to this particular theme, Participant C asserted that "Economic sanctions are 

fundamental restrictions upon financial dealings and international trade of an economy or group 

of economies enforce on another, generally in the form of punishment for following policies which 

the sanctioning nation or nations disapprove. The economic sanctions have influenced the money 

transfers, as well as nostril accounts of the banks. I want to explain that nostril accounts depict a 

local bank's foreign currency deposits held by a corresponding bank in another nation often in the 

currency of that economy.” Participant D, on the other hand, stated that “In my opinion, the 

economic sanctions have compelled financial service companies to pay additional charges for 

clearing foreign debt obligations and financing economic development projects. Moreover, with 

the advent of economic sanctions, the potential of banks operating in different countries has been 

significantly affected in respect to acquiring funds from abroad by pressuring banks to make loans 

with less favourable terms and conditions.”  

Participant E said that “I think that failure to abide by the anti-money laundering regimes 

and breaches of economic sanctions exert serious consequences on operational dimensions of 

banks. These consequences include criminal proceedings, damaged reputations, punitive fines, 

deteriorated credibility, and operational performance.” On the basis of these perspectives, it is 

assessed that the economic sanctions have affected the strategic economic model, by impacting 

the operational potential of financial institutions by hindering the ability to function in diverse 

economies in regard to accessing funds by forcing them to accept loans on unfavourable terms and 
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conditions. It is also examined that with the operations of financial entities expanding 

internationally, the repercussions associated with non-abidance with money-laundering 

provisions, and risks are accelerating, reflecting the need for constant assessment of the 

fluctuations in the political and economic environment. Heavy fines, criminal proceedings, 

deteriorated reputations and obstructed credibility are the harsh implications of failure to 

accomplish the anti-money laundering system, and provisions of economic sanctions. 

Theme 4: Economic Sanctions, as a Weapon or Foreign Policy Instrument in the context of 

Financial Institutions, and Countries 

In this relation, Participant A believed that “Multinational bodies and governments 

implement economic sanctions for altering the strategic decision of the non-state and state actors 

which threaten their interest and violate international behavioural norms. Economic sanctions 

refer to the withdrawal of financial relations and customary trade for foreign policy measures and 

security policy rules. In order to reap maximum advantage from the imposed sanctions, a strong 

culture is integral as any individual cannot take the whole responsibility of the way each customer 

behaves. A compliance-oriented culture has to be an essential part of operational management.” 

Participant B, in a similar context, opined that “Sanctions might be inclusive yet obstructing 

commercial activity in respect to the entire country such as long-standing US embargo of Cuba 

blocking activities with specific individuals, groups and businesses. An important area of concern 

for most of the financial services firm is the accomplishment of screening as still only a negligible 

part of the overall payments of the entire industry are screened. Further, only a marginal hike in 

this figure is anticipated in the near future. However, it is believed that when everything undergoes 

screening, then the risk is lower on the domestic part. Companies that are not abiding with the 

specified screening procedures are easily vulnerable to drug dealers, terrorists, and others on the 
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sanctions list eventually to industry regulators.” Therefore, it is examined that for financial 

institutions sanctions are working as restrictions on the abilities of banks thus limiting their 

operational efficacy whereas for the international bodies and nations governments economic 

sanctions coupled with anti-money laundering procedures are instruments to deter, coerce, shame 

or punish entities that jeopardise their interest or contravene international behavioural tendencies.  

Participant C stated that "I feel sanctions are undoubtedly helping countries to advance a 

variety of foreign policy goals, encompassing counternarcotic, counterterrorism, democracy, non-

proliferation, cybersecurity and conflict resolution. However, concerning financial entities, the 

economic sanctions have generated a new set of challenges disruption the ongoing business needs. 

The banks and financial organisations are encountering difficulties in screening every transaction 

without costing the quality of service rendered to customers.” Participant D, on the contrary, 

perceived that “With the stringent norms imposed under economic sanctions, banks being able to 

clear all the payments associated with legitimate clients effectively set an example of good 

customer service. Most financial services entities might worry less regarding customer disruptions 

as all the rival firms are institutions same form of compliance programs. However, a considerable 

number of legitimate clients, who might not appropriately understand the reasons concerning 

compliance requirements; are likely to shift to rival firms intending to avoid the law.” Further 

added that I also think payment information is usually a straightforward kind of compliance 

wherein screening only services as the means to control, and it not even pertinent to some of the 

sanctions requirements. However, this does help in illustrating the reasons for which companies 

think for assuring compliance in every program provided by the growing complexity of routine 

transactions.  
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Thus, it is inferred that apart from assuring proper validation of every task in alignment 

with the applicable regulations, economic sanctions and regulations serving motive of controlling 

money launder activities, financial enterprises are concerned about upholding operations 

efficiency. Overall the documents designed for making things straightforward are actually 

stimulating difficulties for the banks. The entire spectrum of sanctions ranging from nation to 

regulations, to individuals, and every party having its own nuances, is becoming a cumbersome 

area to master. However, rigorous attempts are in line to make the regulatory system easily 

accessible and highly transparent for advancing compliance. 

Participant E in relation to the same dimensions stated that “Most of the financial 

organisations and banks feel that their own corporate compliance initiatives were substantial in 

the light of widely prevalent risks, while many other feel that they have established an efficient 

culture of sanctions compliances across the entity. This might appear like a positive outcome, but 

for a segment encompassing complicated legal obligations with sufficiently heavy penalties for 

failure while also implying that many financial services companies could lack requisite rigour.” 

It is thus analysed that financial services companies are striving for recognising that certain 

obligations are incredibly complicated to affirm overall compliance. Aggregated with the 

enforcement and penalty landscape, this has worried many industry members. Furthermore, the 

concern also emerges from the sense that the intensity of the challenge is not effectively 

appreciated. Moreover, most of the financial services industry is not fully aware of the 

consequences of sanctions compliance requirements in terms of business functioning. 

Theme 5: Strategic initiatives that can be adopted by the Financial Services Companies for 

avoiding Operational Issues related to Economic Sanctions 
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After identifying the main concern areas and difficulties connected with the economic 

sanctions and regimes for controlling money laundering, it is vital for banks and financial firms to 

seek relevant strategic initiatives to control potential issues. In order to build the scope of the 

current research, a separate question centred on finding adequate measure in the light of explored 

problems was incorporated in the interview schedule. Participant A concerning this question said 

that “I feel the igniting relevance of sanctions rules depicts an urgent need for creating an efficient 

culture of compliance. Corporate leaders need to consider this issue, specifically with employees 

who earlier felt that the rules are not applicable to them. The task might be very difficult in nations 

whereby people dislike the political objectives of certain country-specific sanctions regimes. Apart 

from this, it is important to allocate resources essential for implementing and administering the 

sanctions compliance programs which fulfil regulatory expectations.” Participant C, in this 

context, explained that "It is vital for the financial companies to construct well-thought-out systems 

which minimise their exposure, for documents why they made the decisions, to monitor their 

enforcement, to maintain them rigorously and review the altering risks on a frequent basis. In the 

end, consideration of these aspects will help in reducing the frequency of likely sanctions breaches; 

and in case they occur, would evoke the possibility of leniency from regulators.” Thus, it is 

deduced that proper allocation of resources and a well-articulated system adapting the 

environmental needs are crucial requirements that must be met to monitor the abidance with 

sanctions provisions, and timely handle the risks occurring frequently. Additionally, corporate 

leaders must take a forward step by conducting orientation sessions where existing employees, as 

well as new staff members, are equipped with the rules applicable to their job roles. This will 

assure that every person engaged in operational activity contributes to sanctions compliance.   
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Participant B stated that "In my opinion technology is integral, but an inadequate safeguard 

against non-compliance. Companies might have to look for working with sanctions specialists for 

reaching a required standard instead of simply depending on off-the-shelf solutions which at a 

time cannot cope up with the novice or changing requirements. In addition to this, entities that are 

highly active in the domain are turning to risk-based, unified and global programs related to 

sanctions compliance. There are no affirmations that failures would not occur. However, more 

comprehensive, understandable and efficient programs are capable of allowing an optimal level 

over the risks related to non-fulfilment.” Participant D, on the contrary, explained that "In order to 

address the huge volume of work for meeting the screening requirements of the majority of the 

payments across the world, financial service companies are aiming to use of the information 

technology optimally. However, I feel even information technology does not offer the complete 

solution, and it is essential for the management heads of the firms to link subjective thoughts to 

confront the emerging risks in relation to compliance matters." Participant E, in relation to the 

same theme, explained that “I think while technological screening is indispensable, it is important 

to realise that it is just an element of the all-inclusive program. A well-trained group of sanctions 

specialists is vital to assure that the program functions optimally with the risk levels. Apart from 

this, the manual component still contributes to being the main requirement for monitoring or 

evaluating the behaviours that will not be detected by sanctions technology solely, particularly 

when criminal entities use complex structure, companies, fake names and intermediaries.”  

Thus, it is inferred that exercising a proper balance between automated checks and manual 

component is vital for assuring the best possible efforts to control the complexities attached with 

the sanctions compliance and regimes focussed on anti-money laundering. Consideration of the 

explored strategies can help in making sure that the financial services firms working hardest for 
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resolving the possible issues within the ambit of economic sanctions expand and grow globally. 

Even if firms continue with the old manual linked with a common database, programs and training, 

it is essential to embrace a pragmatic philosophy to achieve the best outcomes in a consistent 

manner. 

4.3 Discussion 

 A detailed study has been made in the current research on economic sanctions and financial 

institutions. The current research has extensively focused on the impact of anti-money laundering 

and sanctions on the financial institutions' operations. Therefore, in order to analyse it, both 

qualitative, as well as quantitative research, has been executed. On the basis of the findings of the 

data collected, it is discussed that before the world sanctions were monetary sanctions; however, 

in the 21st century, the sanctions enforced also focused on the citizens' rights. Sanctions are entailed 

against unlawful financial activities; however, the efficacy of sanctions has been an arguable issue 

because sanctions is not intended to take the humanitarian aspect into account. However, sanctions 

are entailed by nations because of several reasons to achieve policy objectives and goals 

concerning trade that may impact on human rights adversely. It is also supported by literature, 

which highlights that economic sanctions are entailed by countries with regards to trade restrictions 

and tariffs in order to regulate financial services, as well as restrict financial transactions. There 

are several kinds of sanctions imposed by the nations, like sports, diplomatic, military and 

economic sanctions (Thieler, 2009).  

A further addition to the context, it is also discussed that nations adopt economic sanctions 

to regulate financial services, as well as react to the geopolitical issues effectively, such as 

terrorism and conflicts. It is also braced with the literature that highlights that governments and 

authorities entail economic sanctions in order to amend the decisions of the non-sates and well as 
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states, that violates the regulations. In the literature, it is also argued that the major reason for the 

development of sanctions was to counter the illegal nuclear actions and terrorist activities taken up 

by nations, as well as activities that promoted social disturbance by restricting unlawful trade for 

the purpose of security (Spalding, 2010). It is further discussed, from the findings that economic 

sanctions tend to be a basic restriction on international trade and financial dealings of a group of 

economies or an economy, which is in the form of retribution for policies that are disapproved by 

sanctioning country or countries. It has further discussed that the nostril bank accounts and the 

money transfers have been influenced by the economic sanctions. The literature study also braced 

the aforementioned discussion as Early and Preble (2020) mentioned in their study that economic 

sanctions integrate several kinds of restrictions, applicable tariffs and trade barriers on financial 

transactions. It has also provided an example of the US economic sanctions on Iran, stating that 

the insurance sectors, as well as the financial institutions, of Iran, have been sanctioned by The US 

and its other associates (Early and Preble, 2020). 

 Based on the findings of the data, it is further discussed that the companies concerning 

financial service have been compelled to pay extra charges by the economic sanctions in order to 

clear the obligations of foreign debt, as well as projects of financial, economic development. In 

addition to the context, along with the economic sanctions' arrival, the latent banks that are 

functioning in various nations have been impacted with regards to obtaining funds from other 

countries via pressurising banks to develop loans with less suitable terms and conditions. 

Supporting the aforementioned findings, the literature also highlights that economic sanctions have 

an adverse effect on the financial institutions as they have to pay additional costs to clarify the 

foreign debts obligation (Carter and Farha, 2013). In addition to the context, it is further discussed 

that failure to put up with by the violation of the economic sanctions, as well as anti-money 
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laundering regimes, results in adverse results on the banks' operational dimensions. The results 

may include deteriorated credibility, criminal proceedings, operational performance, punitive fines 

and reputations. The literature also supports the findings as it is evident that the financial 

institutions that do not comply with economic sanctions are forced to pay a huge amount of fine. 

For instance, the US$ 8 billion was the largest amount of fine paid in opposition to a particular 

financial institution that reminded the entire industry that it is necessary to obey the sanctions. 

However, it is further stated that compliance of economic sanctions is perceived to be a certain 

area in financial security that is linked with counterterrorism financing, anti-money laundering, 

and usually, the observation of operations and transactions practised by financial institutions 

(Marques and Berg, 2010).  

From the findings of the data, it is further stated that governments, along with multinational 

bodies, execute economic sanctions in order to alter the state, as well as non-state, actors’ strategic 

decisions that breach the international behavioural standards and even threaten their interest. 

Economic sanctions are referred to as the abandonment of customary trade and financial relations 

for security policy rules and foreign policy measures. Therefore, to obtain maximum benefit for 

the economic sanctions imposed, it is essential to have a strong culture because no person can take 

up the complete responsibility of the customer’s behaviour. With regards to this, the literature also 

emphasises that developing and maintaining a suitable and successful culture helps in maintaining 

an efficient organisation of the measures of social management. Hence, a culture that is 

compliance-oriented should be made an integral element of operational management (Dizaji and 

Van Bergeijk, 2013). It is also discussed, from the data findings, that sanctions may be 

comprehensive; however, it cannot be denied that it is an obstructing commercial activity with 

regards to the whole country such as the US Cuba blocking activities prohibition with certain 
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people, groups and businesses. One significant concern area for several firms operating as financial 

services providers is the completion of screening because only a small section entire payment of 

the whole industry is screened. In addition to this, only a marginal increase in this numeral has 

been estimated in the future. However, it is estimated that when screening is done appropriately, 

and everything is screened, it lowers the risk on the local part. In this regard, the literature also 

highlights that firms fail to put up with the significant procedures of screening are likely to be more 

vulnerable to terrorists, drug dealers, as well as others ultimately on the list of sanctions to industry 

regulators (Allen and Lektzian, 2013). 

 In contrast, the findings of the data also highlighted that sanctions are likely to help nations 

to advance various goals of foreign policy, encompassing counterterrorism, conflict resolution, 

cybersecurity, counternarcotics, non-proliferation, as well as democracy. Nevertheless, when 

focused on financial entitles, there is a new series of challenges developed by the economic 

sanctions that is disrupting the ongoing requirements of a business. The financial firms and banks 

tend to encounter difficulties and issues in screening all transactions without charging the service 

quality rendered to the customers. In support of the findings, the literature also highlights that 

economic sanctions focus on controlling the terrorism war and non-proliferation conflicts (Mix, 

2013). On the contrary, the findings also discussed that because of the stringent standards entailed 

under the economic sanctions; banks are capable of clearing all the payments linked with legitimate 

clients, which helps in establishing an instance of appropriate service for customers. Several 

financial services firms may be less anxious concerning the disruptions of customers as all the 

competitor firms are institutions with similar kind of compliance programmes. Nevertheless, a 

significant number of legitimate customers, who are unable to understand the reasons associated 

with compliance needs appropriately, tend to move to competitor firms in order to avoid the 
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regulation. The literature also supports the finding, highlighting that Economic sanctions guide the 

financial institutions and banks to clear the payments, as well as optimising the scenario of 

reclaiming the feasible sections of the institutions (Marandi and Halakhor, 2016). 

 It is also conferred that many banks and financial firms have a perspective that their 

initiatives on corporate compliance were substantial with regards to vast widespread risks; 

however, many other firms and banks hold a perspective that they have set up an effective 

sanctions compliance culture across the body. This might develop a positive consequence, yet for 

a section including complex legal obligations with high penalties for failure; however, also 

entailing that several financial service firms could be short of obligatory rigour. In addition to the 

context, it is also discussed that igniting significance of sanctions regulations portrays a critical 

requirement for developing an effective compliance culture. The literature also highlights that it is 

essential that the leaders of the firms consider this issue with the employees who hold a perspective 

that the regulations are not applied to them. Furthermore, it is essential to distribute resources in 

order to implement and administer the compliance programmes concerning sanctions that obey 

regulatory expectations (Nzaro, Njanike and Munenerwa, 2011). Furthermore, it is discussed that 

financial firms need to develop well-thought-out systems that can reduce their exposure, maintain 

them rigorously, monitor their enforcement, as well as review the altering risk frequently. All these 

aspects would guide in minimising the frequency of the violation of sanctions. The literature also 

emphasises that banks and financial institutions are susceptible to financial contamination in the 

market across the globe. Therefore, it is essential for the financial institutions and banks to track 

and measure their exposure to risks, as well as its impact on their performance. Therefore, it is 

essential to take up certain measures that can reduce the exposure to risk in the global market 

(Ezzati and Mehrabadi, 2017). 
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 The data findings also highlighted that firms should consider working with the specialists 

of sanctions in order to reach a needed standard rather than depending on solutions that is off-the-

shelf, and which cannot cope with changing or novice requirements at a time. Further, bodies 

which are significantly active in this field are turning to unified, global and risk-based program in 

relation to sanctions compliance. Although, there is no guarantee that failure may not take place; 

however, more understandable, efficient and comprehensive programs are able to allow the best 

level in excess of the risks associated with non-fulfilment. It is also supported by the literature, 

stating that sanctions specialists guide in reaching a required standard. Therefore, it also highlights 

that, along with technology, firms should also work with the specialists of sanctions as they can 

help in mitigating the risks to an extent (Smeets, 2018).  

It is further argued that financial service firms are focusing on utilising the information 

technology significantly in order to deal with the larger work volume so as to meet the 

requirements of screening of a large number of payments all over the world. Although it cannot be 

denied that information technology is not a complete solution to the issue, therefore, firms' 

management heads should link individual thoughts to tackle the risks with regards to compliance 

matters. The literature argues that technologies and methodologies used appropriately would help 

in the screening of the payments significantly and also reduce the risk to a large extent, enhancing 

the operational outcomes. Although, it is not clearly stated which technology would be more 

appropriate and which would not; however, it is believed that every technology would have their 

weaknesses, as well as strengths. Therefore, understanding the advantages and weaknesses would 

help in selecting the appropriate technology for the purpose of screening. Furthermore, it also 

emphasises that regular testing must be conducted in order to assure that the system of screening 
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is functioning appropriately and also to assess its efficacy in maintaining the significant risks 

coherent in the risk assessment (Busk, 2014).  

4.4 Summary  

 It is summarised from the interview responses of AML analysts that economic sanctions 

enable countries to protect their interests and accomplish their security objectives as they include 

strict norms against money laundering, social unrest activities and other illegal activities. However, 

their effectiveness and legitimacy is frequently questioned due to diplomatic and political aspects 

related to sanctions. It is reflected in the findings that economic sanctions play a pivotal role in 

regulating financial transactions and detecting suspicious activities relating to money laundering 

as sanctions impose strict fines and heavy punitive damages in case of non-compliance. AML 

regulations contribute to enhancing financial transparency and lead to the closure of nostril 

accounts. On the contrary, it is found that financial service providers face pertinent challenges in 

terms of compliance with regulatory norms as proper compliance require a major investment in 

existing processes and systems. In addition, banks also face operational issues while tracking each 

financial transaction as they are compelled to take loans at less favourable conditions. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

5.1 Conclusion  

         From the above qualitative analysis, it is concluded that the sanctions imposed by the 

government are meant to enhance the various activities that have been carried out in the 

organisations. The main purpose of the imposition of the sanctions into the business practices is to 

curb the practice of illegal activities and thereby implement the ethical practices in conduction of 

the business activities. Further, there is a need to implement the various types of sanctions that 

include economic and other allowances in order to regulate the financial policies and thereby 

achieve the objectives. It will help in controlling the financial transaction that is not under the 

arm’s length price. This, in turn, helps in managing the tariffs and restricts the unauthorised 

financial transactions. Moreover, the global sanctions allowed curbing the practice of money 

laundering by adopting several practices into the business. The ethical principles and adequate 

AML compliance affect business organisations, such as financial institutions to restructure their 

business operations in order to strictly adhere to the AML rules and regulations. It is not necessary 

for the act to restructure business activities; however, for the purpose of effective compliance with 

the AML guidelines, it becomes necessary for such institutions to restructure their business 

activities. It also restrains the financial institutions in making unauthorised transactions, which in 

turn help such institutions in enhancing the credibility of the company and thus, gain the interest 

of the stakeholders. Moreover, it helps the country in achieving the objectives and thereby 

contributes towards the leverage of the country in global positioning. 

           The key reason behind the imposition of sanctions is to save the country from activities like 

terrorist attacks and other illegal things. The terrorist groups adopt the mal-practice of taking the 

funds in a misappropriate form with the help of financial institutions, which in turn helps them in 
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enhancing the terror activities. Hence, in order to reduce the extent of these attacks and mal-

practices, the new sanctions must be put in place that will tighten the process of fund transfer 

provision and thereby reduce the mal-practices. Further, the AML has changed the business 

operations of various financial institutions that are operating in various territories. However, the 

implementation and adherence of AML rules and regulations also allowed the company to comply 

with the AML provision and thereby contribute towards the objective of the country of restraining 

the unauthorised monetary transactions. The increased compliance cost and high requirements lead 

to the high complexity for service firms in adhering to the AML rules and regulations and financial 

sanctions. Hence, in order to effectively comply with the AML rules and financial sanctions; the 

government has to simplify the rules and develop a uniform international framework that in turn 

helps the financial institutions in effectively complying with the rules and regulations and 

therefore, effectively carrying out the operations of the business. The non-compliance of the AML 

rules may result in several repercussions over such firms that may attract heavy penalties on them, 

which can only be eliminated by proper compliance of such rules. 

In particular of the financial services or financial services operations, it can be concluded 

that economic sanctions have a negative impact because of high operational issues and limited 

flexibility to the institutions operating at the national and international level. The high operational 

challenges in the procedure of compliance with the different and multiple economic sanctions is 

the key concern that dramatically affected sustainable position and performance. It has been 

generalised that economic sanctions imposition and compliance to control market dealings is 

important to support good trade relations; however, operational issues is also a vital or crucial area 

of concern in the relation of the stakeholders’ interests. The compliance is considered positively 
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by the financial institutions as a growing concern, but majority views are not in support of the 

complex compliance function.  

In relation to the operational issues, it has been identified that compliance of the economic 

sanctions prevailing across the globe is difficult and challenge for the financial institutions. The 

major issues in the operations due to complex compliance function are time, cost or money and 

staff consumption. The resources consumption at an intense level is the critical operational 

challenge in the process of compliance. It is important for the financial services effective 

operations to be focused on the increasing resources and personnel along with their training, and 

operations to support compliance with the economic sanction. These requirements to manage 

compliance function have directly been increasing operational costs that eventually impact on the 

liquidity and profitability. Moreover, it has been generalised in the context of the operations of the 

financial service; it has been considered that a number of defined impositions in the economic 

sanctions list on the financial institutions are not easily applicable. The complications in the 

financial transactions screening process is marked as the biggest challenge by the officers. It can 

be concluded that inconsistent and wider impositions considerably affected the efficiency of 

financial services. Another critical issue identified in the context of banking operations 

management is personnel training.  

It is because frequent changes in the sanctions and their uneven nature induces the need for 

providing training to the staff or hiring of the new skilled or experienced staff. Personnel 

management is the operational requirement to keep manage complex compliance process of the 

economic sanctions. The negative relationship found in particular of the economic sanctions 

imposition and operational efficiency of the financial service institutions operating globally. The 

positive impact of the sanctions compliance; such as investors’ trust, assets claim in case of 
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violation and growth, but on the negative hand; increases in the operational issues is the growing 

challenge. It can be concluded the complications costs incurred in the operations because of 

multiple or extending list of economic sanctions has critically affected the financial service 

operations or financial services. It has been generalised that flexibility should be focused as  the 

key requirement, as well as a unified system of the economic sanctions instead of different and 

expanded list of sanctions to help the financial service operations in managing the effective 

compliance with sanctions, so as to achieve the goal of growth and development.   

5.2 Recommendations  

• The impact of the anti-money laundering on the financial institutions results in the smuggling 

of the currency. It includes the movement of the physical currency and other monetary 

instruments from one country to another with the help of various channels between two 

different countries. Further, it leaves no audit trail for the analysts or investigators in order to 

find out the above currency exchange between separate countries, which helps a large number 

of public in setting their black money with the help of such financial institutions (Deloitte, 

2009). This practice should be curbed by the government by way of levying strict policies and 

rules with regards to the anti-money laundering on the financial institutions and setting a limit 

for taking funds out of the country. 

• The money laundering provisions are becoming more complex every day, which thereby cause 

continuous improvement in the sanctions of money laundering activities. The financial 

institutions need to adhere to several rules with respect to money laundering in order to conduct 

business activities in an effective manner. This causes more pressure on such institutions while 

responding to such anti-money laundering practices in an effective and efficient manner. Such 

institutions can reduce their pressure by timely adopting the necessary amendments in the anti-
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money laundering rules, which have been enacted by the government for the purpose of making 

smooth compliances in such practices (Kemal, 2014).  

• The strict rules with regards to the anti-money laundering may allow the financial institutions 

to decrease the risk of misappropriation of funds. However, it is seen that the stricter the 

regulations become, the more new ideas come up in the mind of the suspected people for the 

purpose of breaching the law and thereby adopting the wrong practice of money laundering. 

Hence, in order to curb this practice, the financial institutions need to scrutinise the transactions 

in an in-depth manner and adopt the practice of verifying the sources of the public in case of 

depositing the amount above a standard limit. This will help the financial institutions in 

decreasing the risk of money laundering practices, which in turn enhances the credibility and 

stability power of such institutions and enhances the interest of its various stakeholders 

(Khrawish, 2014). 

• It also becomes difficult for such financial institutions to follow all the anti-money laundering 

rules and regulations in a timely manner due to the complexities involved in such rules and 

regulations. Hence, in order to timely and accurately comply with such AML rules and 

regulations, the financial institutions need to appoint legal experts and skilled personnel, which 

will help such financial institutions in following such regulations. This will prevent such 

institutions from facing several legal and financial repercussions, such as penalty, interest, and 

other fines. Further, the compliance of such AML rules and regulations allows the financial 

institutions to enhance the credibility of such institutions and thereby enhance the satisfaction 

level of the customers. The higher credibility will help the financial institutions in enhancing 

the value of the business and resultantly build the brand image of the company (Cox, 2014). 
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• The evolving financial sanctions and AML rules and regulations enhance the compliance needs 

of such institutions, the failure of which would result in various repercussions on such 

institutions. In order to protect the financial companies from such repercussions, the companies 

should invest in the skilled personnel to mitigate the risk of the non-compliance of such rules 

and regulations. Further, the company should divide the work equally among all the employees 

and should not assign the tasks to any of the employees, right from the beginning to the end. 

The assignment of the work to the personnel from starting till the end enhances chances of the 

risk for the company in various ways, for instance, cash embezzlement by the cashier and 

window dressing (Unger et al., 2014). Hence, proper assignment of work and appointing highly 

skilled staff will reduce the compliance risk of AML to a great extent. 

• The AML has impacted the operations and profitability of the financial institutions due to its 

severity and complexities. In order to deal with these complexities and severity, the institutions 

should need to focus on the restructuring of the entire system so that it can manage its business 

activities in an effective manner with the compliance of AML rules. Further, the financial 

institutions should incorporate the strategy in order to effectively deal with the transactions 

that have been carried out by the sanctioned parties, which in turn help such institutions in 

managing difficulties and changing the business environment (Michugu, 2016). 

• The company should implement the proper training session and programmes for its staff in 

order to enhance their knowledge, understanding, and awareness about the AML rules and 

financial sanctions. Further, it will be added as strength for the financial institutions to provide 

the causes on non-compliance of such rules and sanctions to the staff, since it will enhance 

their awareness about the non-compliance consequences that in turn allows them to work with 

more efficiency in order to provide the best to the organisation (Deloitte, 2009). 
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• The adoption of several practices such as a new system, skilled staff, and training will not 

provide any benefit to the organisation until the senior management shows its interest in 

business operations. Hence, the top executives of such institutions should incorporate the 

responsibility with proper authority to the senior managers of the company who will ensure 

the effective and consistent flow of the business operations, control procedures, and ensure 

resource utilisation. Further, management should be held responsible for adhering to AML 

rules and financial sanctions (Kemal, 2014). The executives should assign the duty on the 

managers to adopt the procedures and policies that will be helpful for the institutions in 

addressing the financial sanctions and AML issues. 

• The management should adopt the risk-based approach towards financial issues and AML 

regulations. In doing so, it becomes necessary for such institutions to understand financial and 

AML compliances in-depth manner. The unclear understanding of such compliances may lead 

to the wrong risk assessment approach that in turn, allows the existing system and controls to 

provide the results in an ineffective and inefficient manner (Cox, 2014). 

5.3 Future Suggestions 

 This research study will be explored in the direction of doing in-depth research on the 

particular operational issue; such as staff engagement or cost management. This will help to narrow 

down the subject of investigating the impact of economic sanctions on the financial services 

operations. Survey method would also be employed in the future work to integrate primary based 

quantitative data, to increase the validity of the findings (Wilson, 2014). Qualitative data through 

interview method has not been reflected views of the majority; however, quantitative data in this 

study has been included in this study from the secondary based results.   
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Chapter 6: Personal Reflection  

 In the overall academic journey of a student, attempting a thesis or a dissertation project is 

a really a great learning experience. The accomplishment of the research project not only improvise 

the academic reading and writing skills of the individual but also enhances the research skills as 

well as improvise the subject knowledge to a great extent. I also have accomplished a long research 

project recently on the subject of economic sanctions. The research project was very specific and 

focused on a particular subject and hence it helped me to gain good knowledge about the different 

economic sanctions and their imposition. The subject matter of the research study has prominent 

importance in the legal premise. The ongoing economic sanctions are significant enough to be 

imposed to have prevention of the illegal acts against the international behavioural norms. During 

the accomplishment of this research project I had great experience and improvement in knowledge 

and the presented reflection has given a clear account of the overall experience journey of doing 

this research project. The reflection has been presented in the premise of Gibbs Reflection Cycle 

and each stage of the model are defined in detailed covering my overall experience and learning 

gained during this  research project.  

Description  

 In my degree course, I attempted the dissertation project at the final stage. The 

accomplishment of the dissertation project was a matter of great concern for me because I had to 

put my best efforts in this project in terms of managing the large project in an organised manner 

and having deep research on the subject matter of the research study. The subject of the research 

study was related to economic sanctions and their imposition. In the research study, I studied about 

varied economic sanctions and their imposition in the research context in terms of initiating to 

have prevention on all kinds of legal acts the key norms of the international behaviours. The 
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research project was a great challenge for me because with the help of this project I had to complete 

my Masters degree and even start my career journey. This research project requires a proper 

planning and I also planned it accordingly in order to complete all the research activities in the 

defined time and according to the guidelines of the supervisor. The research subject was based on 

both economic and legal aspects and hence this research project improved my knowledge about 

both economic and legal aspects.     

Feelings 

 Every project renders a different kind of feeling for an individual related to the perception 

of the individual before and after the project. The accomplishment of the research project was a 

great experience of transformation in my feelings. Prior to accomplish the research project, my 

feelings were different, but in the post dissertation phase my feelings were entirely different. 

Before attempting the research project, I was feeling very nervous because the subject of the 

research was very much crucial and complex and hence required in-depth research. My confidence 

level was very low before starting the dissertation project because I was very afraid how that 

lengthy project will be completed in the defined time. My nervousness was also increased because 

I never attempted such kind of lengthy project in my earlier career. During the research project, I 

realised a great change in my feelings. With the initiation of the research project and guidance by 

the supervisor, my confidence level boosted to a new level. I realised that I was getting the things 

easily and my work as also satisfactory in the sight of the supervisor. My attitude of nervousness 

was also disappeared in between the journey of the research project. I went through varied 

literature sources while doing this project and my interest was also increased in the subject matter. 

With this approach, I had a great interest in doing the project. I also tried to manage the things on 

the defined time. The completion of this research project was a great experience for me because it 
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improvised my personal skills as well as the academic skills as a whole.  After the completion of 

the dissertation I had a great feeling of contentment. It was a feeling that one of my most desired 

dream came true and I was very much happy with this successful achieve that I desired for in my 

academic career. All my nervousness and anxiety disappeared and overall, I had a feeling of 

satisfaction and achievement.     

Evaluation 

 The accomplishment of this research project was a mixed experience for me, which 

included some positive things and some negative things which went alongside. Some of the things 

which went positive rendered me a great satisfaction. The first positive thing that went positive 

during the research project was that all my research activities were being completed in the defined 

and expected time that was a great milestone for me because time management is the key success 

factor for successful completion of any research project. The other positive thing that was realised 

during the research project was that my reading and interpretations skills proved very much helpful 

to have a great insight into the subject matter and hence to make the significant data interpretations 

for the research projects. I was having a great feeling that the things were going in the right 

direction as I was expecting to be. The other positive aspect that I observed during the research 

project was that during the entire research project I had a good moral support of my family people 

and even I had good guidance on the part of the supervisor. 

 Other than this, there were some small negative things that made me concerned about them. 

The first thing was related to finding good number of reference sources on the subject matter. 

Though I was finding a range of references, however, I was trying to find more updated and reliable 

sources that were proving a time consuming process for me that made me worried about the things. 

Though, later on this was overcome. Other than this, sometimes I was feeling tiresome of continual 
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writing but the moral support of my friends and relatives boost my morale and that kept me 

positively engaged with the research project. 

 The things which went very well during the research project was that everything was 

getting done on the time. There were not critical barriers faced by me during the entire research 

project. There were not any such things that went wrong during the project despite some of my 

own shortcomings.  

Conclusion  

 Overall, the accomplishment of this research project proved a great milestone in my entire 

academic journey. This was a great achievement for me because it added great value in my 

academic credentials. My subject knowledge improved to a great level with the help of this project 

and definitely I am sure that it will pave a directive path for me to attain a successful career ahead. 

The subject of the research project was a very much crucial and specific, but I completed this in a 

successful manner with the regular guidance of my supervisor. Along with this, I also felt good 

that I did not lose hope in between and accomplished the project t the expected level. There are 

some things that is realised that if I do another such project in the life, I will do some things in 

different manner. For instance, I will do advance searching of the reference sources with the help 

of some more crucial keywords so that good number of references sources can be found out. Other 

than this, I will also do practice of making notes of everything in advance so that those points can 

be considered while doing the particular research activity in real time.      

Action Plan      

Every activity gives us some experience and learning that can be used in the future projects 

to make them more successful. In the same relation, I have also learnt several things during this 

research project that I will work upon in near future to overcome the negative situations. The first 
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important things that I will follow in the future projects will be that I will make a checklist of all 

the things so that the progress of the research activities can be ensured in the alignment of the 

checklist developed. The checklist will prove a significant source of help to ensure that all the 

criteria are met in the final research project. In the future research project and other related projects, 

I will also plan the time allocation in a different manner. Some of the activities that were less time 

consuming were given more time in my project whilst others requiring larger time were not. This 

proved a difficult and cumbersome situation for me. In order to overcome this situation, in the 

future research projects I will tend to allocate time in different manner so that the projects can be 

accomplished in more time efficient manner.  

 Overall, the action plan will be proved as a good helping guideline for me in my future 

projects to make them more successful.   
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Appendices 

Interview Questions 

1.What impact do you think the international sanctions regime has on the operation of financial 

institutions? 

2.What has been your experience of operating the international sanctions regime? 

Survey Questions 

3.Do you think, economic sanctions have curtailed by the ability of banks functioning in different 

nation in terms of borrowing funds abroad by compelling banks to take loans with less favorable 

terms, and at significant interest rates? 

a. Strongly agree 

b. Agree 

c. Neutral 

d. Disagree 

e. Strongly disagree 

 6.“Sanctions compliance has been attaining growing attention among the financial service            

entities worldwide.” Kindly mark your response in relation to given statement. 

a. Strongly agree 

b. Agree 

c. Neutral 

d. Disagree 

e. Strongly disagree 
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7.“Compliance costs are growing and substantial, which is a critical concern for the 

financial service companies.” Please mark your response. 

a. Strongly agree 

b. Agree 

c. Neutral 

d. Disagree 

e. Strongly disagree 

8.“With the advent of economic sanctions, the financial service entities have to pay 

additional charges for meeting foreign debt obligations and financing development 

projects.” Kindly mark the most suitable answer from the listed options. 

a. Strongly agree 

b. Agree 

c. Neutral 

d. Disagree 

e. Strongly disagree 

9.“With the operations of financial institutions expanding globally, the repercussions linked 

to non-compliance with anti-money laundering regulations, and risks are escalating, 

denoting the need for continual evaluation of changes in economic and political 

environment.” Please mark the most appropriate answer. 

a. Strongly agree 

b. Agree 

c. Neutral 
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d. Disagree 

e. Strongly disagree 

10.As per your perspective, which among the following options is the most serious consequence 

of failure to comply with anti-money laundering regulations and breaches of financial sanctions? 

a. Criminal proceedings 

b. Punitive fines 

c. Damaged reputations 

d. Hampered credibility and operational performance 

 11.Do you think, becoming sanctioned by one or multiple global authorities significantly             

reduces a financial institution’s ability to offer for and cater to the needs of its international 

customers concerning global transactions? 

a. Strongly agree 

b. Agree 

c. Neutral 

d. Disagree 

e. Strongly disagree 

12.“Freezing of assets by the counter parties under financial sanctioning, creates tremendous 

pressure on the liquidity of the sanctioned financial institution.” Kindly mark your response in 

the context of this statement. 

a. Strongly agree 

b. Agree 
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c. Neutral 

d. Disagree 

e. Strongly disagree  

 

 

 

Codes for Respondents 

Participants  Assigned Codes 

AML analyst, Allianz Participant A 

AML analyst, Allianz Participant B 

AML analyst, Allianz Participant C 

AML analyst, Allianz Participant D 

AML analyst, Allianz Participant E 

  

Interview/Survey Participants Designations 

Joseph Kennan  Manager, Advisory Risk, Ernst and Young, 

Bangalore, India 

Claire Bernadette Manager (Risk Management and AML 

Screening, Accenture, Bangalore, India) 

Joe Gerard Carvalho Senior AML Analyst, Allianz, Trivandrum, 

India 
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Amy Farah Junior AML analyst, Risk and Compliance 

Division, Xerox, Kochi ,India. 

Noel James Compliance Level 1 Officer, Allianz, Pune, 

India. 

 


